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According to the most recent figures
available, agriculture remains the
leading industry in Calloway County.
According to Kentucky Agricultural
Statistics, the Calloway County
economy received a shot in the arm
amounting to $25,614,855 during 1974,
the most recent figures available.
The figure leaves Calloway County
second only to Graves County in the
Jackson Purchase area in relations to
crop and livestock production.
In burley tobacco, figures show that
220 acres were harvested in Calloway
County in 1974, with an average yield of
2,000 pounds and a gross income of
$501,600. Fire cured tobacco showed
1,165 acres harvested, for a gross income of $1,662,606. Air cured tobacco
grossed $72,900 on 60 acres.
A total of 12,900 acres of corn was
harvested, grossing $3,560,400, while a
total of 50,100 acres of soybeans grossed
by far the leading cash crop with
$11,174,725.
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The above photo, believed to be previously unpublished, was taken on Dr. John Can's 74th birthday, December
13, 1934. The first gift he received that day was a blooming flower from the first grade of the Training School Presenting the flower to Dr. Can are, left to right, Rosemary Jeffrey (Mrs. Galen Thurman), Billy Davis, Naomi Lee Whitnell
(Mrs. R. T. "Buddy" Hewitt), and Bobs Stewart (Mrs. Harold Hopper). Commemoration Day ceremonies at Murray
State University will indude therededication of the newly-remodeled Car Health Building in honor of Dr. Carr, who
died in 1959 at the age of 100 and was twice president of the institution. The photo was supplied to the Murray
Ledger 8, Times by Chrstine Williams Ratterree.

Additional Hospital
Beds Are Approved
Approval of 38 additional acute-care
beds for the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital was announced today by
Stuart Poston, hospital administrator.
Approval of the additional beds, the
culmination of about two years planning and work by local officials, was
granted by the Kentucky Certificate of
Need and Licensure Board.
This approval follows the recent
approval by the state Comprehensive
Health Planning Council. Poston said
that the additional beds would be included in the expansion project already
planning for the local hospital and that
construction is expected to begin late
this summer.
The additional beds will raise the
total of acute care beds available at the
hospital from 140 to 178. The construction project also includes the
demolition of the present convalescent
care facility and the addition of 40 long
term beds to take the place of those
presently in the old hospital building.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital presently is staffed by the

Cloudy And Cooler
•

Partly cloudy Sunday and Monday.
Highs Sunday in the low to mid 40s.
Winds northerly to 20 miles an hour.
Chance of rain 10 per cent through the
period.

eauivalent of 326 full-time employees
and had budgeted for a $2.4 millon
payroll for the current fiscal year.
Poston predicted that the expansion
project, when completed, whould
necessitate the hiring of approximately
100 additional full-time workers at the
local hospital.
The local administrator also said that
a study of seven of this region's
hospitals, released this week, showed
that the average patient cost the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is
$77 per day while the cost in each of the

other hospitals totaled over $100 per
day.
The additional 38 beds will postpone
the expected advertisement for bids on
the total construction project until
early this summer. When the expansion
project was approved by the hospital
board last summer it was anticipated
that it would be ready for advertising
for bids by the middle of April.
The expansion project will take
approximately two and one-half years
for completion.

Wheat brought in a gross income of
$1,350,970, on 11,000 acres, while barley
grossed $4,680, alfalfa, $73,150, and
other hay, $577,500. Popcorn brought in
$1.2 million, on 4,500 acres.
In livestock production, 11,500 hogs
grossed $1,461,616 in Calloway County.
Cattle and calves grossed $1,749,848, on
25,600 inventory. Fluid milk accounted
for a gross income of $2.224,960.
The totals show $18,978,431 total income from crops, excluding popcorn,
and $5,436,424 from livestock, for a total
county farm income of $25,614,855.
Farms and acreage represent 26.6
per cent of all real property value in
Calloway County. Figures show
residential real property in the county
amounting to $114,697,909; farms and
acreage of $54,671,902; and commercial
and industrial property amounting to
la,204,170, for a total real property
value of $203,574,081. Tangible and
intangible personal property assessed
bring the total of $285,853,692 in
Calloway County.

'Magical Moments'
To Be On Sunday
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees will sponsor a benefit show for
underprivileged children this Sunday at
3 p.m. at the University School
Auditorium.
The show is entitled "Magical
Magmata"and features Tom Sheppard.
Iilereitests and citizens of Murray
and Casino, County have donated
tickets for children attending the show.
"If you know of anyone we have not
contacted, please call any member of
the Jaycees," a spokesman said.

Senate Skirts Stand On ERA
By Proposing New Amendment
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — After a
mammoth tug-of-war lasting much of
Kentucky's legislative session, the
battle over the Equal Rights Amendment has ended indecisively.
The Senate Friday voted 25-12 to put a
proposed amendment on ERA on the
November 1977 referendum ballot.
That way, the legislature avoids a
stand, and opponents of the move used
that fact to denounce the amendment as
hypocrisy and subterfuge.
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That way, Kentuckians would make it
clear how they feel on ERA, and
proponents used that argument to
thump for the amendment.
That way, the federal amendment
which touched off all the furor also
would not be affected in any manner.
The 1972 legislature ratified the
amendment.
More than one senator admitted
during almost two hours of debate that
he was confused and, strictly speaking,
it was hard to tell from the vote whether
a legislator was pro or anti-ERA.
Sen. William Sullivan, D-Hehderson,
definitely anti-ERA, sprang the
amendment, apparently as the trump
card of adherents who Simply did not
have the votes to pull their resolution
out of committee where it was bottled
up.
The method was simple: replace
amendanother
constitutional
ment—one allowing the state to operate
work release programs for convicts
with the ERA version.
IA. Gov. Thelma Stovall commented

Calloway Board
To Meet Monday
RED CROSS VOLUNTEERS — Red Cross volunteers include University
Chairman Rex Alexander; Jamie frank of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority, which,
in conjunction with lambda Chi Alpha fraternity will conduct a roadblock
for Red Cross donations; Pete Waldrop, general chairman; and Cheryl Harmon and Sherry Vaughn, DfCA volunteers from the Murray Vocational
School who typed the pledge cards for the drive.
Staff Photo b David Hill

The Calloway County Board of
Education will meet in a special call
meeting, Monday, March 15 at 1:00 p
in. at the Board office. Members will go
into Executive Session for the purpose
of interviewing applicants for the
position of Superintendent of Calloway
County Schools.
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Farm Economy Tops
$25 Million Locally
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after the roll call that "the hypocritical
amendment is passed."
It had to have at least three-fifths of
the senators in favor, and that margin
was easily exceeded.
As it stands now, if the House approves the latest Senate amendment it
will go on the November 1977 ballot
along with whatever version the House
chooses.
Only two proposed amendments may
be passed by one general assembly for
inclusion in the referendum ballot the
following year. The assembly has a
dozen proposed amendments to consider.

Jackson Purchase agricultural income has jumped tremendously since
1959, when it was $32.6 million. In 1964,
figures showed total Purchase ag income of just under $40 million; in 1969 it
was $54.3 million, but by 1974 it had
jumped to $157.5 million.

The percentage claimed by crops has
also jumped since 1969, when crops
accounted for only 44 per cent of the
total income. In 1974, crops accounted
for over 75 per cent of the total farm
income, while livestock accounted for
34.8 per cent.

Strik• Continues

No Specific Results
Reported On Meeting
David Dickson, General Manager of Tappan's Murray Operation, said
today he regretted that he was not able to report any specific results of the
meeting held with the U. A. W. Local 1068 in Washington on Friday, March
II, 1976.
Dickson reported that he had melted a telegram from James F.Scearce,
Acting National Director of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service,
requesting that the company attend a meeting in Washington to be held under the auspices of the Federal Mediation Service.
In an effort to resolve the lengthy strike and in hopes of getting the pleat
back into production, company representatives attended the meeting which
lasted from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Federal Mediator Phillip Bradley of
Nashville and Deputy Assistant Director Donald Doherty of the service's
Washington office were present.
Dickson said that it was unfortunate that it appeared, on the surface at
least, that no progress had been made. Dickson said that the company would
continue to make every effort to cooperate with the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service in order to resolve the dispute.
The Washington office of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
has retained jurisdiction and will be responsible for scheduling any future
sessions.
Over 600 workers at the local plant have been idled since the union voted to
go on strike in June of last year.
rar

Cook's Robbery Suspects
Transferred To Eddyville
Three suspects in the Wednesday
afternoon robbery of Cook's Jewelry
here were transferred to the Eddyville
parole
following
Penitentiary
revocation hearings held here Friday.
Henry L. Barnett, 35, Van E. Stills,
29, and Clark Jones, Jr., 47, all of
Paducah, were arrested by local law
enforcement authorities shortly after 5
p. m.Wednesday and charged with first
degree armed robbery of the store in
Central Shopping Center.
More than $53,000 worth of stolen
rings and watches as well as two
handguns and a sawed-off shotgun were

recovered bx.sjp_ipuesikig officers.
"Talioiiity
—MIE5,-KM.atiiei Sid EasItY—
said that Billy Ray Lovett, assistant
supervisor for the First Supervisory
District of the Probation and Parole
Division of the Bureau of Corrections of
the Kentucky Justice Department,
conducted the hearings on whether
parole for the trio should be revoked.
All three are being held on $100,000
bond and a date for a preliminary
hearing has not been set at this time. If
a preliminary hearing is not requested,
Easley said, the case will go before the
May term of the Calloway County
Grand Jury.

Forum On Citizens'
Concerns Set Locally
The National Congress on Volunteerism and Citizenship, 1976, a vehicile
for the expression and resolution of
citizen concerns through voluntary
action will hold a Local Forum in
Calloway County on Wednesday, March
24, at 1:15 p.m. at the Murray State
University Student Union Building,
Rooms 3 and 4. Citizens wishing to
speak out on local and national
problems are urged to attend the
meeting.
The National Congress is officially
recognized by the American Bicentennial Administration and is funded by
a grant from the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation. The congress begins with
local forums which will discuss issues
and concerns within their communities
and consider ways in which they, as
citizen volunteers, can solve them.
The agenda developed from these

local forums will be scheduled later this
summer. Through statewide caucuses
delegates to the National Congress will
formulate final resolutions and
recommendations which will be sent to
appropriate government officials,
agnecies, and national voluntary
organizations
By identifying local needs, it is also
felt that more unity and less duplication
of actions can better serve the community. Each and every individual and
the leadership of all organizations is
encouraged to attend and voice an
opinion, a spokesman said.
Sponsoring organizations are the
Calloway County Case Conference, the
American Red Cross, the Office of the
County Judge, and the Murray State
University Personal Enrichment
Center. For further information call
753-1421 or 753-5362.

•

-This is admittedly a backdoor approach," Sullivan said of his surprising
amendment, "But unless we get the
issue before the people they may well
hold us in disrespect."

City Planners
Meet Tuesday
The Murray Planning Commission
will hold a public hearing and will
review a final plat application at its
regular meeting Tuesday, March 16, at
7:00 p.m. at City Hall.
The public hearing concerns a
rezoning request on property owned by
Howard Brandon located adjacent to
Highway 121 South and Glendale Road.
The plat review concerns property
located in Northwood Subdivision on
Hwy.641 North.

MURRAYANS FIRST HONORED: Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture
Tom Harris, Center,in Murray Thursday to address the Rotary Club. presented Service to Agriculture Citations to E. R. Flowton, left, retired chairman
of the Department of Agriculture at Murray State University, and former
Mayor Holmes This, both members of the dub. In making the presentations. Harris revealed that the two Murray men were the first so honored
by his office since he became commissioner in early January.
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BUCY BOY
;) Mr. and Mrs. Mike Bucy of
Route Eight are the
parents of a baby boy, Michael
;Jason, weighing eight pounds
-1.31-2 ounces, born on Thur.
Sday, March 4, at 6:56 a.m. at
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
• The father is employed at
'Kentucky Lake Oil Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Vrs. Thomas Bucy of Bowling
preen and Mr. and Mrs.
Jones of 1701 Ryan
kvenue, Murray.

Your Individual Horoscope

JONES GIRL
Lidia Cheryl is the name
ihosen by Mr. and Mrs. Lester
C. Jones, 1503 Porter Court,
Paris, Tenn., for their baby
girl, weighing seven pounds
five ounces, born on Sunday,
February 22, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
STORY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph F.
Story, 101 College Court,
Murray, are the parents of a
.baby boy, David Bradley,
:tveighing nine pounds eight
*unces, born on Friday,
;February 20, at 5:10 p.m. at
The Murray-Calloway County
4lospital.
The new father is a senior at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Story of Murray
.and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
:Wyatt of Mayfield. Great
:grandparents are Mr. and
:Mrs. Festus Story of Murray
-Route One, Mrs. F. L.
:Franklin of Milan, Tenn., and
:Mrs. Raymond Brewer of
Mayfield.

BRAMEL BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Mac
Ilramel, 205 North Twelfth
Street, Murray, announce the
tirth of a baby boy, Zachary,
tarn on Sunday. February 15,
;at the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
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FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 14, 1916
Look In the section in which time. Some interesting news
your birthday comes and find possible.
what your outlook is, accoArtg SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
to the stars.
A day of mixed influences.
You can hold your own through
ARIES
thoughtful management, with a
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Sow the seeds of good will and dash of imagination.
cooperation to assure greater SAGITTARIUS
happiness for all. You are being (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )41r11-14°
Admonitions for this day: DO
observed, can be a potent innot complicate situations which
fluence.
are involved enough already,
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) Nil and DO be careful not to anTake unusual situations in a tagonize others.
philosophical way and whatever CAPRICORN
surprises there are will show (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
What is significant to you may
their advantageous side
quickly. Only the pessimist sees not be to others, so be careful
how you express your views and
the gloomy side.
don't PRESS for results.
GEMINI
4
11- AQUARIUS
(May 22 to June 21) 3
This day should turn out (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't blow up trifles beyond
satisfactorily if you are master
of your emotions under all all proportion, and DO be
circumstances. Especially careful not to misjudge others.
favored: social activities, You could get the wrong angle
outdoor interests, community on their doings through your
own misinterpretations.
affairs.
PISCES
CANCER
.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20))(C
(June 72 to July 23)
You may trip over little
You may have to make some
concessions in a family matter, matters if not watchful. Have
but the end results will be well patience and the "vagueness"
worthwhile. Expect some good or seeming inconsistency of
things will clear. Manage
news in the p.m.
tactfully.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
YOU BORN TODAY are
Do not lower your dignity by
lively
a
with
using forceful measures to blessed
attain your aims. You will imagination, a fine intellect and
accomplish more through tact, an unusual sensitivity to the
needs of your fellowmen. You
graciousness.
are extremely patient when
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WPkii carrying out long and difficult
As with Leo, ruling with a tasks; are exceptionally verheavy hand could send you and satile and have a great love of
your undertakings down the beauty. Under all these cirwrong street. There's little cumstances, you have less
satisfaction in rifts, proving confidence in yourself than you
should. Give yourself a pep talk
points at another's expense.
occasionally. After all, the
LIBRA
Piscean can accomplish
(Sept. 24 to Oct, 23)
You should feel highly op- anything to which he really sets
timistic now. Help lift the his mind. Birthdate of: Johann
morale of others and you'll give Strauss, composer; Albert
yourself a boost at the same Einstein, physicist,
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR MONDAY, MARCH 15, Mk
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rneeV
Avoid extremes and don't
what your outlook is, according
misjudge others' intentions or
to the stars.
actions. Work may seem
strenuous, persons about you
ARMS
difficult to get along with, but
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
If you feel you are growing you CAN cope.
stale in the idea department, SAGITTARIUS
browse about in new areas of (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Frustration CAN be avoided;
information. Hold discussions
with Moue of similar interests. so can indecision and lack of
faith in your own talents. Meet
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 6C
,with others to talk over mutual
Pause to appraise offerings. problems and possible opDecide -cautiously, but not position.
fearfully, whether you should CAPRICORN,
stand toe-to-toe with the (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
competition or circumvent it by
Don't make decisions while
a clever maneuver.
under stress, and don't write
GEMINI
anything you may later regret.
(May 22 to June 21) 2.19
41- Maintain your equanimity even
In dealings with others, be if dealing with persons who
sure to note their reactions. The annoy you.
right word at the right time AQUARIUS
could be a big factor in putting ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid tendencies to procrasover ideas.
tinate. Handle all matters in the
CANCER
order of their importance and,
(June 22 to July 23)
Teamwork will be important under pressure, stress the
during this period, so make it a Aquarian's innate ingenuity and
point to associate and work with sense of humor.
those whose interests and aims PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
are similar to your own.
A fine day for personality
LEO
development and general ad(July 24 to Aug. 23)
By going along with your vancement. Don't veer off on
associates, you can further your tangents, however, or good
own plans as well. As with effort will be wasted.
Cancer, it's a day when
YOU BORN TODAY are
teamwork will pay satisfying
endowed with a gregarious
dividends.
nature, a good mind and great
VIRGO
versatility. You can cope wit.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. M) /CIL
the most complex situations in a
You can make this a bright highly competent manner yet,
day by capitalizing on your with all this, you tend, at times,
outgoing and pleasing per- to lose confidence in yourself, to
sonality. Use your versatility worry too much about what
and ingenuity in revitalizing, others think of your efforts.
firming things up.
These tendencies can lead to
LIBRA
defeatism, so try to curb them.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
When at your optimistic best,
Stellar influences excellent! NOTHING can stop your climb
Especially favored: artistic to success. Birthclate of: Anpursuits, home and family drew Jackson, 7th Pres.,
concerns, romance and social U.S.A.; Harry James, jazz
activities.
musician.
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Miss Jill Craig
Mrs. Robert Ross Craig of 1710 Audubon Drive, Murray, announces the engagement and approaching marriage of her
daughter, Neva Jill, to Daniel K. Gay, son of U. Colonel
Carroll Wilson Guy, United States Mr Force, Retired, and
Mrs. Guy of Murray Route Six. Miss Craig is also the daughter
of the late Mr. Craig.
The bride-elect was graduated from Murray State University in December with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing
where she was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
Miss Craig is presently employed at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Hoyt Craig of Hazel and Mrs. Roy Bowen of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Guy will receive his Bachelor of Science Degree in
Biology from Murray State University in May, where he is a
member of Sigma Chi social fraternity. Mr. Guy is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest R. Mount of Schenectady, New
York,and J. P. Turner of Sun City, Arizona.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, May 15, at four
p.m. at Mason's Chapel United MetpOdist Church, Hazel. A
reception will follow at the Murray Woman's Club House. Out
of town invitations will be sent and all friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend.
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Hospital Report
March 8, 1976
Adults 135
Nursery 5
NO NEWBOIFLN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ann M. Perry, 1619
Sunset Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Lillie Pace, 211 S. 11th.,
Murray, Mrs. N. Ruth
Caldwell, 1508 Dudley Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Della M. York,
Rt. 5, Benton, Miss Jean E.
Gowans, 1702 W. Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Phyllis R. Gay,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Walter J.
Elkins, Rt. 4, Murray,
Richard E. Taylor, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Stirl
S. Fielder, Rt. 2, Box 94, Paris,
Tn.

Frances Drake

purray

rantrell
i

To Marry In May
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March 9,1976
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Marc T. Fain, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Kathleen F.
Green, 313 S. 13th. Murray,
Miss Michelle Renee Goheen,
1721 Walnut, Benton, Ralph
Hawkins, 406 W. Oak,
Mayfield, Mrs. Nellie T.
Roberts, Rt. 5 Box 303
Murray, Mrs. Belinda K.
Lyles, Rt. 1 Benton, Mrs.
Lenna R. Fulton, Rt. 3 Benton,
Mrs. Glenda Sue Johnson, Rt.
2 Bx. 211 Murray, James
,
/,
Calvin Morris, Rt. 7 13x.
Murray, Mrs. Margie A.
Winchester, 626 Broad,
Murray, Mrs. Jo Ann
Alexander, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Evelyn Dell Vick, Rt. 1
Bx. 112 A, Almo, Mrs.
Imogene McClure, 517 Broad
Murray, Don Ed Travis, Rt. 3
Murray, Mrs. Neva F.
Hopkins, Bx. 52 Hazel, Miss
Cynthia Saunders, 301 Willow
Rd., Savannah, Ga., Mrs.
Cora M. Smith, Rt. 8, Benton,
Mrs. Angela Jackson and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Puryear,Tn.,
Mrs. Julia Ann Bell,805 Sunny
Lane, Murray, Erie Duncan,
Fern Terrace, Murray, Colon
0. Jones, Rt. 1 Box. 123,
Kirksey, One L Nance, 1103
Vine, Murray, Mrs. Mary Sue
Johnson, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Beulah Wicker, Rt. 1 Hazel,
Coy Elton Lee, Rt. 5, Benton,
Wilson G. Garrison (expired),
Rt. 3, Bx. 236 MulTay, Clifford
P. Weter(expired),817 S. 4th,
Murray.

OI2'e1ona./4
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Leland Lawrence of Kirksey
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Extravagant Hosts
Never Invited Out
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: What has happened to good manners? My
husband and I have a lovely large home, and we love to
entertain, but our friends do not know the meaning of the
word "reciprocate."
We've had elegant sit-down dinner parties, small
brunches, outdoor barbecues, cocktail parties and buffets,
but we're never invited to our guests' homes. Why?
We've lived in a number of towns and have always had
our invitations reciprocated, but in Los Angeles, it's
different.
We enjoy being with people, and we realize that some of
them can't afford to entertain the way we do, but we'd be
satisfied to accept an invitation for coffee and cake. After
all, it's the people, not the refreshments, that make the
party.
LEFT OUT IN L.A.
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Use an old toothbrush dipped
in suds and ammonia to give
a sparkle to cut glass.

The Calloway County
Chapter
of
Future
Homemakers of America met
Wednesday, March 10, in the
school's cafeteria.
Janet Murdock, president,
presided at the meeting. Teri
Morris read a poem for the
devotion and the program was
given by Peggy Rogers. The
March program was a followup of the Impact program.
Announcements for March
were: Teddy Futrell, 1975-76
FHA Beau; March 16, MotherDaughter Banquet at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 6:30; April 20,Style Show.
The 1976-77 officers elected

pit

were: President, Vickie
Carraway; first vice, Janet
Murdock; second vice, Gail
secretary,
Smotherman;
Renee Tobey; treasurer,
Sheryl Jewell; reporter,
Nancy Murdock; devotional
Hopkins;
leader, Jana
recreational leader, Kim
Edwards; song leader, Tens
Eldridge; parliamentarian,
Debbie Eldridge; historian,
Debbie Brooks.
The entertainment was a
poetry reading by Peggy
Rogers, a Speech Team
member.
Refreshments were served.

DEAR NEEDS: Don't make a federal case out of it. If
someone calls as a result of your grandmother's "help" and
you don't want to meet him, tell him you're not available.
Unless you're already involved with someone, why not meet
him for coffee' You could be passing up a gem.
DEAR ABBY: Over the years many of our neighbors have
gotten married, and on every wedding invitation it says,
"No children."
We kids who are not invited are very disgusted. We need
to have fun, too.
What do you think of those people? We think they are
very unfair, and we hope you will print this so they will see
it and invite us next time
DISGUSTED IN PENNA.
DEAR DISGUSTED: Children are sometimes excluded
from weddings and receptions to keep the cost and/or the
noise down. Also, some receptions are held when children
should be in bed. Since most weddings are the stuff of which
beautiful memories are made, it's unfortunate that more
children can't witness them.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 902l2P
(it)
envelopelPa4P endow.• wag, self-addressed. stamped
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Washer
There's more than one way to skin a cat, as the saying goes.
And there's more than one way to get a clean wash as you conserve
electricity. Here's how.
1. Wash full loads without packing. Electricity is saved because washer and hot
water are used less often.
2. If you must wash a small load (like special fabrics), select the water level to fit
the load.
3. Use warm and cold water whenever possible to cut down on the er.Trgy needed to
heat water.

Dryer
Help your electric dryer on washday by following these tips.
1. Don't overload. This makes your dryer work harder and longer.
2. Clean lint filter after each load. This helps clothes dry faster.
3. Don't overdry. It sets wrinkles and wastes electricity.
4. To reduce the air conditioner's workload and prevent moisture damage to walls
and ceiling, vent the dryer's heat,lint, and moisture to the outside.

Murray Electric
System
401 Nye

Ma%
Local

SCOTT DRUG

DEAR LEFT OUT: I am not defending those who accept
invitations and fail to reciprocate, but I suspect that you
entertain so lavishly that your guests feel inadequate to
entertain you on the same grand scale and therefore make
no effort to entertain you at all. Try having smaller groups
for coffee, cake and conversation, and see what happens.
DEAR ABBY: My grandmother belongs to a senior
citizens group. She told me that she met a very nice woman
at this group who has a'grandson she thinks I ought to
meet
Even though I told my grandmother that I can take care
of my own social life, she went ahead and gave my telephone
number to this woman to give to her grandson. He hasn't
called yet, but he might.
Is there any way I can prevent my grandmother from
doing this again? I don't think it's right for other people to
make MY business their business. I'm 21 and can choose
my own friends.
NEEDS NO HELP

PAGE 3 THE

Banquet And Style Show
Planned By Calloway FHA

753-5312
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Margaret Trevathan Speaker For
Local Unit Of Retired Employees

TheNurra,
Ledper
linwm

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

edeKg

The local unit of the durant, president, presiding,
Way...
National Association of and Kenneth Grogan giving Down Concord
Retired Federal Employees the invocation.
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,
was held in the Chamber of
Commerce Executive Room Public Libarian, was the guest —
on Friday, February .27, at speaker and gave an outline of
9:30 a. m. with C. 0. Bon- the local library program
which includes a daily story
hour, a talking book program
By Estelle Spiceland
one wheel chair patient at
for people with a reading or
March 4, 1976
home, Mrs. Jess Dick. She
You Nave
disabling handicap, a bookwas given an ideal birthday.
mobile service, and an inEAO ABOUT THEW
We can't all do like Mrs.
Our sympathy is extended to
formation bureau that covers Burman Parker did recently,
OW SEE THEM
Mrs. Loman Bailey who broke
a number of things.
catch a plane for a trip to her hip recently, and to her
ur own Calloway County
The speaker also said that California to visit. We have to husband and those upon whom
Professionoiy-Troined Mod
,he library was one of the best stay; regardless of change.
she depends for care.
els +n Action
equipped in the Country and
The highway still is a busy
It is so hard sometime for us
,hat over six thousand books thoroughfare by our little
to reconcile ourselves to the
month
each
signed
for
were
village, otherwise all is quiet truth of Ecclesiates 3: "To
and an average of five hun- arid still.
everything there is a season."
dred visitors every day.
The lake, we suppose,is still We all get our time for
Max Hurt introduced the an attraction, but no more do weeping as well as laughing,
speaker. 0. C. McLemore, we see proud fishermen our time for losing as well as
member, urged each one to displaying their catch of getting. How I enjoy
upport the library program croppie
to crowds of courageous people!
:lid to cooperate with Mrs. bystanders on our deserted
Only since I let sickness and
Trevathan and her staff.
street, though already there tragedies weigh on my mind,
meeting
business
At the
has been one lake tragedy the do I understand why my
J! mes M. Phipps, District drowning of Dewey Todd, mother went to
the old organ
1 eputy of Area I from while fishing.
often,
"0 then to
and
played
so
'layfield was a guest. He said
We are glad that Mrs. Hylan the Rock let me fly. To the
egisla t ion had been presented Thompson, in her 90's, is back
Rock that is higher than I."
in Congress for the benefit of home from the hospital.
People have many different
the members.
Our aged people should be diversions. One evening after
Members attending were inspirations to those of us who
visiting the hospital, I was
Van Valentine, C. 0. Bon- are prone to retire at 65 and
sleepless,
so at 12:30! turned
Max
durant, G. 1 Hicks,
consider our life's work done:
to Channel 2and heard a treat.
Hurt, L. F. Begley, Gene
A former Concorder, Mrs.
organist.
Paul
An
Tarry, Curtis Palmer, Nor- Lenore Jones, 89, now living
Michelson,
who
had
played
for
man Klapp, Kenneth Grogan, on Nash Drive, is undertaking
Tma Todd
Billy Graham's Crusade in
L. E. McSwain, Richard the care of her sister, Miss
New York and London, was
Cullom, Joel Crawford, Beatrice Locke, 91, who has
with Alfred Garr, pianist, and
Preston Perry, E . B. been hospitalized with a
Wan White or Wyatt, soloist,
Allbritten, James M. Phipps, broken hip.
entertaining by answering
Adams.
Gussie
Mrs.
and
March 14, 2:00 p.m.
Miss Annie Willis of Riley telephone requests for old
The next meeting will be on Court celebrated her 96th
gospel songs.
Friday, March 26, at 11:30 a. birthday by attending church
That FTL program was the
in. at the Colonial House Sunday and Sunday evening
•"cup
of tea" needed.
Smorgasbord. This will be a as she has after several
memfor
luncheon meeting
hospitalizations.
bers and guests.
Senior Citizens enjoy many
entertainments, but Mr. and
Oaks Women
Mrs. Oury Lovins made Miss
MAYFIELD SPEAKER
Annie's 96th birthday perfect
FREE ADMISSION
Plan Bridge
by taking her riding that
Robert Valentine, assistant
beautiful day to places she professor of speech in the
The women of the Oaks longed to see. She visited once Department of Speech and
Club will play bridge more the old cemeteries Theatre at Murray State
Country
it 0 Starts Nardwan Faron Wednesday, March 17, at where her loved ones lay. She University, spoke on "Myths
mer Peppy Shed leeatiss. 111
930 a.m. at the club.
S. 120 713-1131. Kobe lee
climbed the old worn path to of the Bicentennial" at the
Reservations should be the dilapidated house which - meeting of the Mayfield
reserved seats
made with Beauton Brandon, had been borne. She visited a Rotary Club on March 8.
hostess.
few remaining acquaintances.

Annie Willis Attends
Chtirch 96th Birthday

SUNDAY

Brownfield's
Spring
Fashion
Revue

IC

Roll
:ustorner
ICE

(1A73'evorddl

Arttraft Studios

Saturday, March 13
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will have
a luncheon at the Murray
Woman's Club House at noon.

Monday,March 15
Continuing
Community
Nursing Education meeting
will be at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Conference Room at 7:30 p. m.
Gospel singing featuring the with Dr. Charles L. Tuttle as
Happy Life Quartet will be at speaker.
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at seven
Penny Homemakers Club
p.m.
will meet at one p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Johnnie Walker.
Gospel singing will be at
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
at seven p.m.,,wilh The CenFirst
at
p.m.
seven
the
tury Singers in charge of
Presbyterian Church.
program.

A bake sale will be held at
Roses starting at ten a. m. by
Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God.
Saturday, March 13
western
Country and
musical show will be at the
Senior Citizens Center at
Hardin at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 14
Mr. and Mrs. Thelmer
Rudolph will be honored with
a reception on their golden
wedding anniversary at
Palestine United Methodist
Church from two to 4:30 p. m.

Group IV, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet with
Mrs. Dan McKeel,1500 Henry,
at 7:30 p.m. with program by
Barb Cantrell.

LITY
•

First Baptist Church Young
Women will meet at seven
p.m. at the church to go by van
to the home of Mrs. Ron
Wright.

89 Years At
the same location

CTION

Tuesday, March 16

Monday, March 15
Murray TOPS Club will
Theta Department, Murray
meet
at the Immanuel
Woman's Club, will meet at
Lutheran Church at seven
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
p.m.

NL1NESS

ES

Monday,March 15
The Murray.Chapter of The
Secretaries
National
Association (International)
will meet at seven p.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray. New members will
be initiated.

Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
Revival services at First ten a.m. with a potluck lunUnited Methodist Church will cheon at noon.
start at seven p. m. with Dr.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Ross Freeman as guest
ministe.. Coffee hour will be Shepherd United Methodist
from 9:30 to 10:30 a. m. in the Church will meet with Mrs.
social hall of the church. Emma Knight at 1:30 p.m.
Public invited.
Martin's Chapel United
Royal Tahitian Dance Methodist Church Women will
Company concert, presented meet at seven p.m.
by Murray Civic Music
Association, will be at three p.
Murray Assembly No. 19
m. at Lovett Auditorium, Order of the Rainbow for Girls
MSU.
will meet at the Masonic Hall
Poplar Spring Baptist at seven p.m.
Church WMU will present a
special program at the church
Music Department, Murray
at 5:30 p. m. with the public Woman's Club, will meet at
invited.
the club house at 7:30 p.m.

40.005msmmtmagomes#7,,,wmiferemmiveawezear,..*it
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Book study by the Baptist
Women of Memorial Baptist
Church will be held at the
church at seven p.m. with a
potluck supper at six p.m.

Calloway County High
School FHA Chapter will have
its Mother-Daughter Banquet
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 6:30 p.m.
Murray High School FHA
Chapter will have its Mother.
Daughter Banquet at the
Waterfield Student Union
Building, MSU,at 6:30 p.m.

But Now
a new Drive-In window
to serve you

MSU Symphonic Band and
Wind Sinfonietta, directed by
Paul Shahan, will present a
concert at Lovett Auditorium
at 8:15 p.m.
•

•

•

J.N. Williams Chapter of
UDC will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. James
Hammock, 1701 Magnolia.
Note change in date.

4

Dexter Senior Citizens Arts
and Crafts Group will meet at
9:30 a.m. at the Dexter
Community Center.

::•••

ring goes.
conserve

Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
lunch at noon and band
practice and square dance
lessons in afternoon.

-

her and hot
01
I

r level to fit

ty needed to

• 4,,,t414mor.....-

Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m. .

9,1,•

Wednesday, March 17

nil

se tips.

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.

Let Marsha Hargrove, Marilyn McGinnis II, Jams Barnette help you
with your banking needs once you enter our new drive through on
Maple between 3rd & 4th Street.

age to walls

•

B

ank of Murray

753-5312

Women of Oaks Club will
play bridge at 9:30 a.m. with
Beauton Brandon as hostess.
,
—
Wadesboro
Homemakers
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Wes Fulton.

44sAvagewiestmeNikaummitaiii

Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
•

building tomorrow t

frWin

Student movies, "Summer
of '42" will be at six p.m. and
"Ryan's Daughter "at eight
p.m. at University School
auditorium. Admission fifty
cents for one or both movies.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.

1.EG AL NOTICE
BALANCE SMUT
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM, MURRAY, woman
DECEMSER 31, 117S
ASSETS
PROPERTY,PUNT AND EQUIPMENT • NOTE A
$6,628,888.04
Water and sewer plants
52,538.00
Land and land rights
44,964.84
Buildings
Less: Allowance for depreciation
Total Property, Plant and Equipment

6,736,411.78
1,930,376.24
$4,806,035.54

SPECIAL FUNDS - NOTED
Bond and interest redemption fund
78,171.15
Bond and interest reserve fund
178,000.00
Renewal and replacement fund
30,000.00
Capital addition by refund agreement- reserve find 107.00
Murray water and sewer construction find
236,462.77
Social Security revolving fund
4,124.88
Kentucky Pollution Abatement Authority
ty
reserve fund
1,535.00
Facilities planning fund- Note F
9,801.10
Total Special Funds
516,111.00
CAM FOR GENERAL USE
16,020.72
RECEIVABLES
Accounts receivable, leas reserve
79,884.43
Other receivables
1,481.44
Facilities planning costs - Note F
1,686.02
Total Receivables
83,050.89
MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
96,972.51
PREPAID INSURA/KI
6,865.33
DEFERRED CHARGES
Bond discount
35,869.53
Bond fund escrow account
2,538.97
Escrow account - Kentucky Pollution
Abatement Authority - Note B
18,292.37
Loan acquisition costs - Kentucky Pollution
Abatement Authority - Note B
25,916.35
Total Deferred Charges
82,617.22
TOTAL ASSETS

$5,618,754.11

IIALANCE Miff
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM, MURRAY,KENTUCKY
DECEMBER 31,1975
LIASILMES, CAPITAL AND RETAINED EARNINGS
CAPITAL
Federal grant in aid of construction - Note C $1,181,904.29
Other contributions in aid of
construction - Note C
201,848.40
Total Capital
$1,473,752.89
LONG TERM DEBT
Bonds outstanding- page 12
1,848,000.00
Capital additions by refund agreement - Note C 375,819.05
Note payable - Kentucky Pollution Abatement
Authority- Note B
242,631.00
Total Long Term Debt
2,466,450.05
CURRENT UABILMES
Accrued interest - long term debt
27,736.70
Accrued Interest- consumer deposits
8,756.03
Payable to municipality - sanitation
20,827.80
Consumer deposits
40,430.00
Taxes collected for state government
2,644.54
Taxes collected for schools
1,002.96
Total Current Liabilities
101,306.03
RETAINED EARNINGS
1,577,153.34
TOTAL LIABILMES, CAPITAL AND RETAINED
EARNINGS
0,618,754.11
STAMM OA *COMA MIS
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM, MIME,KENTUCKY
TEAR ENDED DECLAIM" 31, 1975
OPERATING INCOME
Water and sewer revenue
$668,117.0
Tapping fees - water and sewer
12,130.00
Consumers'forfeited discounts
3,352.38
Miscellaneous income
1,921.91
Total Operating Income
$681,501.49
OPERATING EXPENSES
Power bills
35,075.41
Transportation expenses
6,909.96
System operations - labor and materials
95,00.96
System maintenance - labor and materials
52,000.29
36,811.56
Accounting and collecting expense
8,072.40
General office salaries
Special services, general office
11,816.80
and miscellaneous expense
10,771.06
Social security expense
Retirement expense - water system employees 10,759.08
Insurance - general
3,137.10
8,561.86
Insurance - injuries and damages
7,311.47
Insurance - employee hospitalization
Provision for depredation and
180,766.43
obsolescence - Note A
Total Operating Expenses
468,294.42
Net Operating Income
217,297.07
OTHER INCOME
19,443.06
Interest on special fund investments
826.63
Gain on sale of equipment
20,269.69
Total Other Income
237$6.76
Net Operating and Other Income
OTHER DEDUCTIONS
Interest on water works and sewer
revenue bonds
106,647.09
Interest on con.surners deposits
107.63
Interest on Kentucky Pollution Abatement
Authority loan - Note B
15,106.29
Interest on bank loans
6,770.13
Depredation on rental property
469.24
Amortization of loan acquisition costaNote B
925.65
Total Other Deductions
132,706.03
NET INCOME TRANSFERRED TO RETAINED
EARNINGS
$104,860.73
STATEMENT Of RETAINED EARNINGS
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1975
BALANCE JANUARY 1, 1171
61,306,304.45
Add:
Net profit year ended 12-31-71
$26,260-84
Net profit year ended 1241-72
35,50.13
Net profit year ended 12-31-73
16.116.50
Net profit year ended 1241-74
85,99047
Net profit year ended 1341-75
104,1011.73
Total Retained Earnings - Five yews
288,10119
BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1975

$1,_5724V34

STATISTICS
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER SYSTEM, MURRAY,RDITVCZT
WEINER 31, 1175
The following statistical Information is presented
Without audit or verification and was furnished by the
Murray Water and Sewer System and is included for informational purposes only.
1975
1174
712,7essi 784,508,800
Water pumped (gallons)
11711,14111,310
Water sold( gallons)
734,756,2116
Nurnber of Customers:
Water
Sewer

4,*
4,4711

it

4,632
4,161

▪
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Seven Killed As Tornadoes
Sweep Through Four States

•

TECHNICIAN-MANAGER RETIRES — J. C. Kemp, Murray technicianmanager for the Marshall-Calloway County Artificial Breeding Cooperative
for nearly 23 years recently retired from his position. Kemp had bred over
50,000 cows during his 23 years, with an efficiency of 70.9 per cent. With
him are County Agent Ted Howard,and Bill Cherry.
Start Photo by David Hilt

By The Associated Press
Residents of four states today surveyed the havoc of tornadoes and
storms that killed seven persons, hurt
more than 100 and damaged millions of
dollars in property.
Twisters Friday killed five people in
northwest Indiana and two in Northern
Illinois. Seven were injured in central
Alabama; no deaths or injuries were
reported in southern Michigan.
One tornado narrowly missed
President Ford's motorcade in
Chicago. The motorcade carrying the
President, who is campaigning for
Illinois' presidential primary Tuesday,
was delayed to permit fire and
emergency vehicles to get to a
damaged building.
The twister touched down on the roof
of a motel near O'Hare International

Judge Aims At Making Eighth
Week Of Hearst Trial The Last
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) — With
Patricia Hearst slowly recovering from
a bout with flu, the judge in her trial for
bank robbery has moved ahead on
procedural matters aimed at making
the trial's eighth week its last.
U.S. Dist. Judge Oliver J. Carter
reaffirmed Friday his intention to wrap
up the case within seven days and send
it to the jury.

10 Years Ago
Miss Leah Caldwell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oxlie Lee Caldwell of
Murray, was presented the special
award of the Outstanding Senior
Nursing Student in the College of
Nursing at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
About forty or fifty acres of land were
burned yesterday near the Ellis Popcorn Company at North Twelfth and
Chestnut Streets.
Dr. Gayle E. Center died yesterday at
Royal Oak,Mich.
Pictured today, along with a story, is
the permanent home of the Kindergarten of the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club at Robertson
School. This has been a department
project for eleven years.
Carlisle County beat South Marshall
to become champions of the First
Regional Basketball Tournament.

20 Years Ago
Calloway County will participate in
the distribution of surplus food commodities in its needy and dependent
ifamilies beginning this month, according to Calloway County Judge
Waylon Rayburn.
'T • Murray Training School Drama
. Team won the "C" Division of the
Kentucky High School Drama Festival
. held at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington. Students participating were
▪ Ann Falwell, Charlene Robinson,
Wilma Boyd, and Prudence McKinney
with Mrs. C. S. Lowry as director.
Robert Miller, age 86, died March 11.
Dr. Ora K. Mason will be the speaker
at the luncheon meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Edwards of
• Evansville, Ind., have been the guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Sammons.

Bible Thought
When a man's ways please the
LORD, he maketh even his enemies
be at peace with him. Proverbs 16:7.
The world simply cannot resist
him whose purpose it is to serve
God! Are we doing all we can for
God NOW?

With the sequestered jurors given the
protracted closing statements.
day off and the ailing Miss Hearst
"As my father used to say, no souls
recuperating in her jail cell, Carter
are saved after the first 20 minutes,"
kept opposing attorneys in court all day
the judge said.
to iron out instructions he will give to
He then allotted each side 3½ hours
the jury when it begins deliberation.
, 10r.slosing arguments and suggested
Carter, who once predicted the trill-- that when the testimony is completed,
would last three to four weeks, noted
-Oil up your pipes, gentlemen, and
the trial has already consumed seven
have at it."
weeks and warned he would not allow
He announced that he would reserve
one entire day for closing arguments —
"We'll start at 9 a.m. and run until 5
p.m., or 6, or 7 if we have to."
Court normally is held from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.
U.S. Atty. James L. Browning Jr.
said he would need at least three hours
to outline the government's case to the
jury.
When Carter, who has complained
that the trial has lasted too long, asked
Pictured this week are Lubie F.
defense attorney F. Lee Bailey how
Thurmond and Otley Farley demonmuch time he would need, Bailey
strating a new double row corn planter
smiled and said, -Only twice in my life
invented by Farley.
have I gone beyond 55 minutes."
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, former Murray
The 65-year-old judge sighed wistState College president, has announced
fully
and cracked, "Mr. Bailey, you've
his retirement as general attorney for
already touched a sympathetic spot in
Woodmen of the World, a position he
my heart."
has held since January 1, 1933, with the
Carter's timetable, dependent on
headquarters at Omaha, Nebraska.
Miss
Hearst's recovery, calls for the
Deaths reported include Mrs. Willie
closing argurnehts by Friday at the
Johnson Boggess, age 66, Mrs.Charlie
latest. He has said the government
Williams, age 73, Mrs. Rebecca Emma
plans another full day of rebuttal, and
Paschall, age 70, Wetter Scarbrough,
the defense will have a day to day and a
age 67, Joe Patton Carroll, age 54, and
half of rebuttal.
Noah A. Paschall,age 70.
The government has sought to show
"Aunt" Frances Marine celebrated
Miss Hearst was a convert to terrorism
her 100th birthday on March 9.
and took part in the robbery of a
Marriages reported this week include
Hibernia Bank branch in 1974 willingly.
Winona Robinson to J. B. Ramsey on
Her attorneys contend she participated
February 23, Marie Walston to Earl
because she feared for her life.
Nanny on March 5, and Celia Miller to
Miss Hearst was reported feeling
Cleo Grogan on March 2.
Friday "but still feels terrible,"
better
Brewers beat Tilghman to. become
said defense attorney Al Johnson.
champions of the First Regional
The 22-year-old newspaper heiress
Basketball Tournament.
fell ill Thursday. She no longer has a
fever, he said, but still coughs a great
deal and has "aches and pains all over
her body."
The newly organized Murray Hosiery
Mill is now manufacturing hose with a
payroll of ;600,000 guaranted in a period
of ten years.
Tom Stokes, regent of Murray State
College, and Dr. J. W. Carr, college
dean, pitched the first two shovels of
dirt on March 5 to officially open
construction of the new ;200,000 Health
WASHINGTON (AP) — Three more
Building at Murray State.
major American companies, including
Deaths reported this week include
the giant International Telephone and
Dr. W. H. Graves, age 63, Dr. Hardin
Irvin, age 53, Attorney John G. Lovett, Telegraph Corp., say they were involved in making payoffs to officials
age 69, William Noah Lamb,age 48, and
and customers in foreign countries.
Joseph B. Darnall,age 56.
The three firms, ITT, General Tire
Marriages reported this week include
Josephine Dyer 'to Jack Shroat on and Rubber Co. and Westinghouse
February 29, and Pauline Ward to G. B. Electric Corp., said internal investigations were made as a result of
Jones on March 8.
Kirksey beat Birmingham 34 to 32 to the disclosure of foreign bribes paid by
other large American firms and as a
become champions of the Fourth
result of probes by the Securities and
District Basketball Tournament. Ned
Washer hit for twenty points for Exchange Commission.
ITT said it had paid out $3.8 million to
Kirksey.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds foreign customers or government ofbeat Western in the finals of the SIAA ficials over the past five years.
General Tire said it maintained a
Basketball Tournament at Jackson,
secret fund of $1 million, much of which
Miss.

30 Years Ago

40 Years Ago

Cancer and Food Dye

You may question. as I do, the
practice of using such artificial
coloring to try to make products
more attractive and improve
their salability Mon consumers
would probably accept foods in
their ristiral colors, especially if
the Lise Of dyes carrion any risk
The Food and Drug Administration(FDA)recently reviewed
its provisional approval of Red
No. 2 because tests of it on rats
showed an increase in tumors.
These experimental findings

damaged X to 30 buildings in Wolf
Lake,12 miles south of Jackson.
A tornado ripped four houses and a
house trailer in Farwell Lake, 15 miles
south of Jackson,deputies said.
Authorities said the damage in
Illinois would probably mount into the
millions, and the governor put the
state's emergency plan into effect. It
provides state police, transportation,
disaster agency and Illinois National
Guard assistance.
Raul Saisscorpus, 25, of Chicago,
died at a construction site in Morton
Grove, and Charles Gilmore, 35, also of
Chicago was crushed to death when
high winds blew the concrete wall he
was working on over on top of him,
authorities said.
Nearly 80 persons were treated at
several Chicago area hospitals.
The twister moved along a path from
Oswego to the southwest of Chicago on
a northwestern course, slashing
through several western and northwestern suburbs but missing most of
Chicago proper.
The Red Cross set up a shelter at the
Leyden Extended Care Center in
Leyden Township, equipped with
nurses, cots and blankets. No immediate report was available of the
number of persons in the center, or on
the number of people homeless.

' Martha McKinney, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John McKinney, Murray, has
been chosen to receive a S200
scholarship and the title of Ideal
Freshman Woman at Murray State
University. She has maintained a 4.0
grade point average through high
school and college. A member of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and a
presidential scholar, she was one of
ten youths chosen as "Outstanding
Young Kentuckians" by Kentucky
Jaycees since coming to Murray State
University. Interested in traveling,
swimming, skiing, and skating, the 18
year old said "higher education will
develop my talents and intellectual
ability, thus preparing me for a career
and for important contributions to
family, community,and society."

Officials Considering Next
Move In Oven Fork Disaster
OVEN FORK, Ky, ( AP) — Federal
the II who died managed to escape
officials were tot meet today with
after the blast.
owners of the Scotia Coal Co. to decide
"There was a rock pile between the
if they would temporarily entomb the
explosion and us that protected us from
11 men killed in an explosion at a
being killed or crippled right off when
Southeast Kentucky coal mine where 15
the section blowed," said Ernest
miners died earlier this week.
Collins, 25, one of the survivors.
Robert Barrett, chief administrator
"But we still couldn't see. Somehow
of the U.S. Mining Enforcement and
we just got a look at a telphone cable on
Safety Administration, said he felt the
the roof, and we hung on to it and
bodies would remain in the mine for at
followed it two miles until we got to
least a week and probably longer.
good air," he said.
-We met yesterday and discussed our
Collins spoke to a Louisville Couriernext move," he said. "We had several
Journal reporter at his home, acoptions and will make our final decision
cording to a copyrighted story in
today."
today's edition of the paper.
Barrett said the options include, The explosion occurred nearly
sealing the mine for an indefinite
miles from the mine's entrance, and in
period, or continuing to try to clear out
nearly the same spot as Monday night's
deadly methane gas blamed for both
blasts.
bl"
A tMESA spokesman said the 13 men
Asked how long the mine might be
who went into the mine Thursday night
sealed, Barrett said, "long enough to
were allowed to do so only after ofhave the atmosphere stabilized. Some
ficials had taken a careful check of the
mines are closed for 90 days and others
atmosphere in the shaft.
have been sealed for several years."
"We checked the level of the gas
He added that he felt the mine would
coming out of that mine and it showed
be sealed because it is "too risky to go
safe to go in. But it looks like our
back in there right now."
reading did not account for the methane
Three of the victims of the second
content back inside," he said.
blast were MESA inspectors who had
The cause of the two blasts was not
gone into the mine to find out what
yet known although officials said
caused the first explosion. The other
almost any heat-producing agent, such
eight were company employes who had
as a battery arc, was capable of
volunteered to shore up a section of roof
touching off the volatile gas.
weakened Tuesday night.
Methane is found in many deep
1Two other men who had gone in with
mines, officials said. Special ven-

Three Corporate Giants Admit
Payoffs To Foreign Countries

Let's Stay Well

Should you be very concerned
over the recent adverse
publicity regarding the use of
Red No. 2. a dye long used in
many foods which all of us have
eaten. in my professional opinion, the whole affair merits IAtie anxiety as regards human
cancer

Airport eight minutes before the
motorcade passed en route to where
Ford was spending the night, three
blocks away.
Gov. Daniel Walker asked Ford to
declare Cook, DuPage, Kendall and
Kankakee counties a major disaster
area.
In Indiana, state police and rescue
workers cleared debris as the injured
were taken to nearby hospitals. There
was no official count of the injured but
at least 20 injuries"' were reported
shortly after the twisters struck.
The tornadoes were reported at about
4 p.m. in Demotte,a community of 2,200
in northwest Indiana. Three persons
were killed and two others suffered
fatal heart attacks when twisters hit
their homes,officials said.
Traffic was backed up for more than
a mile on Interstate 65 near Lowell,
Ind., when tornadoes snatched up two
tractor trailers and dropped them on
the highway. The drivers were reported
uninjured.
In Alabama, authorities said at least
seven persons were hurt, two of them
seriously, when a tornado touched down
near Eclectic, 20 miles north of Montgomery. In all, three twisters were
reported in the state, causing an undetermined amount of damage.
In Michigan, the Jackson County
Sheriff's Department said a tornado

By FJ L Blasuigame M D
support hose may delay the
forced FDA action because the
enlargement. Rather than delay.
law requires that such additives
I suggest that you see a physimust be "unequivocably" safe
cian about your enlarged veins
FDA Commissioner Alexand get his professional opinion
ander Schmidt stated, "There is
as to whether they require treatno evidence of a public health
ment
hazard from any available food
or other product made with Red
No 2" Therefore, none of the
-•products containing Red No 2
Q. Mrs. J. E exprisses her
are being recalled from the
surprne and dismst that a wadmarket. However, the dye caning toy manufacturer has annot be used m the manufacture
nounced plans to market a new
of other products after the final
male doll that has a scrotum and
FDA order of prohibition.
penis. She believes that our
A more expensive but
society is seriously slipping when
business promotes such toys.
different dye. Red No. 40, will be
A It's too bad that this
substituted for FtEd No 2. It was
approved by the FDA in 1971
manufacturer cannot think of a
doll design tht would emphasize
Until renently. Red No 2 has
the importance of the brain and
been so widely teed that the
the importance of using it effecaverage consumer could not
tively Sex appears to be more
avoid it in his daily diet The dye
marketable
was used in almost all foods and

drinks colored red including
fruit juices, soft drinks, ice
creams, candies, canned fruits,
vinegar, dry cereals, saimages,
and many bakery products even medicines (vitamins and
cough syrups) and lipstick
Though exposure has continued over a long period of time
by millions of persons. no evidence of cancer related to ingestion of Red No 2 has been reported in humans Therefore, the
risk in humans has to be
minimal, even if large doses increase tumors in rats

was paid to Arab consultants and
behind the Iron Curtain.
And Westinghouse reported that a
search of its records turned up
questionable payments of less than
$300,000 over the past five years, including $70,000 in 1975.
A fourth firm, Universal Oil Products
Co., reported Thursday it had made
$290,000 in questionable overseas
payments since 1970.
In a special report prepared for its
stockholders, ITT said no laws were
broken in the 80 countries where the
firm did some $50 billion worth of
business in the five-year period ending
in 1975.
"In many areas of the world it is not

unusual and often accepted as normal
practice to give presents or make
payments of modest value to government functionaries in order to expedite
administrative action or secure
procedural assistance," the report
said.
The company gave no details of the
transactions and an ITT spokesman
declined to elaborate beyond a twopage statement, which also said $4,300
was expended in the United States. ITT
said these expenditures "could be
considered to be direct or indirect
contributions to federal election
campaigns." Political contributions by
corporations to J.SI
federal election
campaigns are illegal.

Dr. Bill Whittaker Speaker Sunday At Baptist Church
pastor_oi
Dr. Bill Whittaker,
the First Baptist Church, wW
speak at the 10:45 a. m. and
seven p. m. services on
Sunday, March 14.
"Gathering at the Home of
Jesus" will be the subject of
the morning sermon with
scripture from Mark 2:1-2.
Dr. Gilbert Mathis, deacon
of the week, and Ned Walsh,
minister of youth, will assist in
the morning services.
The Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, with Mrs. Joan

Bowker as organist and Miss
Use Winters as pianist, will
present special music at both
the morning and evening
services.
A solo will be sung by Miss
Ruth Ann Mills at the morning
hour.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Revival Begins With
the Church" with scripture
from II Chronicles 7:14.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be J. D. Rayburn,
Orvin Hutson, David Parker,
Burkeen, Doug
Jackie

Spencer, Ben Hogancamp,
and C. D. Vinson, Jr.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Ray
Clark, Mike Robertson, Mrs.
Charles McDaniel, Mrs.
Bobby McDowell, Mrs.
Durwood Beatty, Miss Lynn
Beatty, Mrs. Alvis Jones, Mrs.
T. C. Riley, Mrs. Joe Rezroat,
Miss Dana English, Miss Lisa
English, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Holland.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. G. T. Moody is a
minister of education.
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Mrs. H. H. warits to know if
enlarged veins on her legs will
ever become smaller without
treatment
A Varicose veins gradually
enlarge with the passage of time
rather than get smaller Elastic
Q:

tilating systems are needed to keep it
from collecting in explosive quantities.
Federal officials said after the first
explosion that the mine was known to
have had problems with methane, even
though it had a good safety record.
Federal inspectors found three
problems with the ventilation system
Monday night and reported them to the
foreman, who corrected them, according to official inspection reports.
That foreman, James Williams,
reentered the mine Thursday and was
killed in the second explosion.
The son of another of the victims
accused the company of "at least
manslaughter" for having men in the
mine.
Harvey Sturgill was among the
newsmen gathered outside the mine
Friday, waiting for word of the Woof
the men trapped inside, le is a reporter
for the Whitesburg Mountain Eagle, a
local weekly newspaper.
"The mine is unsafe," Sturgill said
after the deaths — that of his father,
James Sturgill, among them — were
announced.
"I've talked to several miners, my
dad included, who tell me that
whenever a federal official comes for
inspection...the mines themselves are
actually notified beforehand, which is
illegal," he said.
"Somehow, they know when the
man's going to come and what section
he's going to be in. And at that point,
they tell the men to go to this section
and dress it up...so that when the
federal man walks in there, they get a
good reading( a low level of methane.)"

Second Class Poitago Paid at Murray
?Cy 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served

advorsco

and

SCHOOL

-;11 LUNCH MENU
Glinda Jeffrey, supervisor,
has released the menus for the
lunches at the Murray City
Schools during the week of
March 15-19. They are subject
to occasional change. A
hamburger line is served daily
at Murray High and Murray
Middle Schools and bread,
butter and milk are served
daily at all schools.
The menus are as follows:
Murray High - Monday —
pizza, round abouts, celery
sticks, and orange half;
Tuesday — beef and gravy,
sweet
potatoes,
mixed
vegetables, cranberry sauce, •
rolls, butter and jelly; Wednesday — spaghetti, tossed
salad, cheese wedge, and ice
cream; Thursday — beef
stew, gelatin, applesauce,
and cookie; Friday — fish,
beans, slaw, and donut.
Murray Middle - Monday —
beef and gravy, sweet
potatoes, mixed vegetables,
cranberry sauce, and prune
cake; Tuesday — ravioli,
prunes, lima beans, and
donut; Wednesday — hot dog,
kraut, pork and beans, and
snickerdoodle (cookie);
Thursday—sausage, cabbage,
corn on cob, corn bread, and
ice cream; Friday — pizza,
fruit gelatine, buttered
potatoes, and cookie.
Carter and Robertson
Elernentary Schools - Monday
— fish, pinto beans, slaw, and
cake; Tuesday — spaghetti,
tossed salad, apple,and brown
bread; Wednesday — beef and
gravy, sweet potatoes, green
peas, rolls, butter and jelly;
Thursday — hamburger, tritater, applesauce, and cookie;
Friday — pizza, fruit
green beans, and cookie.
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We've come to know them for their help during majoi
disasters. They're first on the scene with medical aid,
coffee, or just a sympathetic shoulder tcricamcow.But
little is said for the many other services they perform
every day in this community. Like blood banks, nursing
programs, volunteer work, water safety and first aid
classes, and helping servicemen and their families.

among the
ide the mine
of the taloa
e is a reporter
'rain Eagle, a

Office Work
Coordinating all the services is lean Blankenship, Executive Director.
Emergency military service and Veterans daims are processed in the chapter office which is in the court house. Open 800-400 each weekday.
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The goal for the 1976 Red Cross Fund Drive is
S11,000.00. One hundred workers will be soliciting for
donations. Please join in and help all you can.
Twenty one local citizens participated in a standard first Aid Class which
was completed March 1 Mary lane Howard, instructor, watches while Ted
Vaughn, Don Cherry, and David Smotherrnan practice skills.
Vicki Miller and her husband Rick were participants
in the fall expectant Parents class; shown here is their
"diploma"Justin Bradley,1 month old.

Water Safety Instructors Class at Murray State University with Dr. Rex
Alexander,Instructor trainer. Forty five students are enroNed in this course.

Art

30 Uniformed Red Cross volunteers wort in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital in Mail, Diet X-Ray, Visitor Information and the Convalescent
Ward Shown are Kathryn Glover, Chairman with Betty Sheppard at the information desk. The Red Cross chapter also furnishes aN current magazines
to patients and visitors.
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Wild Turkey Seminar Tonight
At esrldey Lodge

753-1933

Located W. Railroad Avenue

dedit

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.
All Preettaile sold it Immo Was
* a.

Fishing TocIde
Camping Equipment
Booting Accessories
Guns X Ammo
vfl
st\i`•".

—4,r:litef. 641 Sufi, Noe 751-9491

Astro Car Wash
Wash s 1°° Hot Wax
sl°°
With Fillnup
Free Vacuum
with Purchase
'Kerrey, Ky.

1102 Chestnut

Storey s

A wild turkey seminar, he
first of its kind ever held in the
state of Kentucky, will be held
at Lake Barkley State Resor.
Park Saturday, March 13. The
seminar will begin with
buffet dinner in the Lodge
dining room at 6 p.m.
Distinguished speakers
including Pete Farrar,
president of the National Wild
Turkey Federation, will be
attending the meeting. Also
scheduled to attend are:
Harold Knight, Kentucky and management of the wild dining room at 6 p.m. and then
Southeast Champion wild turkey; current and future adjourn to the multipurpose
turkey caller; George Wright plans for management in the building where the seminar
and Joe._ Bruna, represen- state of Kentucky; an ex- will begin at 7 p.m.
tatives of the Kentucky planation of the restoration
The seintildr- la being
Department of Fish and program in Tennessee; the sponsored by the Kentucky
Wildlife Resources; Jack role of the sportsmen and Chapter of the National Wild
in
Murrey with the Tennessee landowners
turkey Turkey Federation, the
Wildlife Resources Agency; management; and "how-to" Kentucky Department of Fish
John Lewis, a biologist with improve hunting techniques. and Wildlife Resources, and
the Missouri Conservation Also, the trend setting movie TVA's Land Between The
Tom "Return of the Wild Turkey" Lakes.
Department; and
Rodgers, Executive Vice will be shown. Those attending
For additional information
President of the National Wild will have the opportunity to contact TVA, Land Between
question the experts.
Turkey Federation.
The Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky.
Sportsmen and their guests 42231, telephone 502-924-5602.
Area sportsmen will hear
experts discuss such topics as are encouraged to attend the
the biology, history, and dutch buffet in the Lodge

Food Giant

Arnold Mitchell istanding) oinmissioner of the kentur ks Department to fish &
Wildlife Resources addressed the first Disirit 1 federation of the League ot Kentucky
Sportsmen at Camp Currie near Benton. Kentucky last Mondas night. Commissioner
Mitchell first-handedly gave the department's views on pending legislation which, if
passed, would adversely affect the department and eventually the individual hutiter
and fisherman. One item Mitchell opposed was legislation introduced by Representative Kenneth Imes of Murray which would prohibit the use of the leg hold traps used
in the trapping of small game. The department is also opposed to pending legislation
which would reduce the department's revenue by approximately S450,000, a bill
which would endanger our reciprocity law and a bill which would allow net fishing
beyond the now existing limitations of the tailwaters of a dam.
Photo by Wade Bourne
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elYA,Lod Moen The Lakes

Open 7 Days A Week

Short Shots From
Land Between The Lakes

8 o. m. - 10:00 p. m.
;

Hwy.641 So.

Phone 753-8322

"Guns"
New & Used
Browning Remington Winchester
Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun

Jerry's Restaurant
753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair

Fisherman's
Corner

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

By Ken Dean

Vernon's
WESTERN STORE

Fisherman's Special
Is IS. fined Sea N Seder Sod end receive seer MEE choke of $$.95
wail Fish fiNer Woe,5-of socks or $5.11 cedil

•

BUCKS BODY SHOP

900 Sycamore

Pond, Kentucky 42231, or by the Jackson Purchase
Wheelmen and TVA, and
telephone 502-924-5602.
by Kentucky's
promoted
Week
Wildlife
National
Already more than 200
Western Waterland. There
March 14-20
people have replied to an
will be eight classes with
invitation to participate in the
National Wildlife Week will trophies and merchandise
first Wild Turkey Seminar be observed throughout the awarded in each class. For
14-20. additional information write
ever held in the state of Nation,
March
Distinguished Activities focusing on the Bicycle Races, TVA, Land
Kentucky.
authorities in the fields of wild observance at Land Between Between The Lakes, Golden
turkey management and The Lakes include "Our Pond, Kentucky 42231.
conservation will be speaking Feathered Friends," a slide
Hike Day April 24
at this unique program show and discussion of the
Scout Councils in the region
Saturday night, March 13, at colorful birds of the season, to and TVA's Land Between The
Lake Barkley State Resort be held at Center Station, Lakes will co-sponsor a Hike
Park. The public is cordially Sunday, March 14, at 2 p.m., Day in the south end of the
2- public outdoor recreation area
/
invited to attend. Registration and "Night Visual," a 11
will begin at 5 p.m., followed hour drive searching for Saturday, April 24. The
by a Dutch buffet in the Lodge wildlife species, beginning at special event will be held at
dining room at 6 p.m. The 6:30 p.m.,Saturday, March 20. the 26-mile Fort Henry Hiking
program will be held in the
Trails System. Registration
Turkey Permits Available
Multipurpose Building
Turkey hunting permits are will be held from 8 a.m. until 6
starting at 7 p.m. For ad- available free of charge and p.m. For additional inditional information, write can be picked up at the in- formation write Hike Day,
Turkey Seminar, TVA, Land formation office at Golden TVA, Land Between The
Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, Center Station, or at the Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
The Ray Harm turkey print which will be auctioned off at the Seminar at Barley
Lodge.
County Court Clerk's Office in 42231.
Satewide Bowfishing
Dover, Tennessee. Hunts will
ramps in this area, have your
22, 23,
Tournament May 7-9
17;
16,
15,
April
held
be
Sam Rodgers, well known as
boat ready to launch when you
A statewide bowfishing
24; 29, 30, and May 1, 1976, in
finest
the
crappie
of
one
back down to the water. Also,
Kentucky; and April 16, 17; 23, tournament, sponsored by the
use only half the ramp when fishermen in this area, suf- 24, 1976, in Tennessee. Hunters Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
attack
heart
severe
a
fered
loading or unloading so that
in Kentucky must check out by Club, Balcolky Bowhunters
someone else may load or two weeks ago. He is noon; hunting in Tennessee is Club, and TVA, will be held
after
now
nicely
recovering
unload at the same time. This
permitted from sunrise to May 7-9 at Camp Energy near
procedure will help cut down spending a week in the cardiac sunset. Additional information the Environmental Education
congestion in the ramp area. care unit at the local hospital. is available from TVA, Land Center in Land Between The
He will remain hospitalized
Between The Lakes, Golden Lakes. Registration is $3 per
Don't forget the crappie for some time, but he is Pond, Kentucky
42231, person or $3.50 for overnight
time
the
seminar out at Murray Bait looking forward to
502-924-5602.
camping. Registration will
telephone
when he'll again be out on the
Crappie fishing is finally last Saturday. Ronnie Babb next Saturday. It will be
Wilderness Weekend
begin at 8 a.m.,Friday, May 7.
favorite
his
enjoying
lakes
9-11
beginning to pick up on Blood took 60 nice fish off the ledges conducted by experienced
April
will be based on
Scoring
sport—crappie fishing. All his
River. For the past three in Crooked Creek and Taylor local fishermen. Several
A weekend of primitive length of fish, with categories
a
him
wish
speedy
friends
years it had declined to almost Bay. Mason Thomas is still topics will be included: depth
camping and wilderness for both carp and gar.
recovery.
nothing. Hopefully, it will get catching his share of slabs finder reading, boat rigging,
survival will be held April 9-11 Trophies will be awarded. For
map reading, fish filleting,
better as the crappie run from Barkley.
at TVA's Land Between The additional information write
Good luck and good fishing. Lakes. The event will include Bowfishing, TVA, Land
Just about everybody who tackle use, and other ideas.
starts, and we can catch some
goes out crappie fishing
big stringers of ole slabsides.
firemaking, shelter building, Between The Lakes, Golden
Wayne Darnell, owner of catches some fish. As the
travel techniques, and natural Pond,KY 42231.
Darnell Marine, caught 56 crappie run begins, the fish
Man Fined $250
foods. To be based at Camp
nice crappie from the ledges will move into shallow water
Energy near the EnvironIn Theft of Rabbits
on Blood River. He fished in and can easily be caught with
mental Education Center, the
You think the price of pork
several places there and minnows or jigs.
weekend is jointly sponsored is high! How about beef? Well,
caught
fish
almost
by The American Mountian one local man would take you
Bass fishing continues to be
everywhere. Other local
TVA. Pre- to task because the price of
and
Men
fishermen have caught some hot since the fish have moved
registration is requested as rabbit outdid both the other
nice crappie out of Kentucky into shallow water treetops
the weekend is limited to 30 meats. Rabbit stew became
Lake in several of the bays up and stumps. Several local
participants, 18 years of age expensive to the culprit when
and down the lake. Some fish bass fishermen have taken
and older. There will be a $12 he attempted to steal three
are being caught in shallow limit catches almost every
registration fee. Additional rabbits from TVA's Empire
water in the stick-ups. Min- time they go out. liugh
information can be obtained Farm last week. In the
nows seem to be the best bait, Massey, who is known as
Wilderness process of trying to get away
writing
by
but as the water clears and Bass" in this area, and Stan
Weekend,TVA,Land Between with the animals the man was
warms ap a bit, jigs will Sloan caught limits of bass
The Lakes, Golden Pond, apprehended, charged with
produce some big catches of last week end. Stan is the
Kentucky 42231.
theft of Government property,
crappie.
inventor and Manufacturer of
Bicentennial Heritage Bicycle and taken before U.S. District
Barkley continues to be hot the 7,orro spinner bait. Also,
Racers April 17
Magistrate John Dixon, who.
for crappie. Fishermen have Robert Lowe Jr. caught a fine
The Bicentennial Heritage after receiving a guilty plea
caught several slabs over two limit stringer of bass last
Bicycle Races, the fifth each from the man, fined him $250
pounds and have limited out Saturday.
Dean and Sam Rodgers with 75 crappie taken from
races held at TVA's Land That averages out to just a
with smaller fish. Bob Alsup
Between The Lakes, will be little over $12.50 per pound
Donaldson Creek on lake Baridev. This catch weighed
Sr. and his son, Bob Jr.,
When loading and unloading
April 17, 1976, rain or shine. And he didn't even get to keep
over 100 pounds and included several nice slabs.
caught two limits of crappie your boat at any of the public
The annual event is sponsored the rabbits.
Photo by Murray Bak
Wild Turkey
Seminar March 13
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Jenny Ridge Shoot Sunday
The
Jenny
Ridge
Bowbunters Society will hold a
shoot at the new MurrayCalloway County Park this
Sunday, Mardi 14th beginning
at 1 o'clock.
Ten animal targets will be

lent ot Fish &
IC oi kentuckv
Commissioner
ation which if
lividuat hunter
Representold traps used
ling legislation
150,000, a bill
ow net fishing

HUNT THE WILY
GROUNDHOG
A great many bowhunters
hunt only during the annual
deer season and they put their
bows away until a few weeks
before the next deer season.
These
bowhunters
are
cheating themselves because
bowhunting opportunities
abound during the so-called
"off-season." Good hunting
practice is available during
the warm months and all that
is required of the bowtainter is
the desire to keep hi
.s hunting
skills honed to a fine edge.
Bowfishing is only one activity
that is available locally. What
about the abundant groudhog
population?
Bowhunting for groundhogs
tor woodchucks) requires all
the hunting skill that is
demanded of the bowhunter
who hunts white-tailed deer in
:he fall season. Groundhogs
are as well equiped for survival in the wild as is the
much sought after white-tail.
Hogs are really sharp and a
true test of the bowhunter's
skill.
Calloway county has a good
population of the pesky
rodents as local farmers will
tell you. Groundhogs are
herbivores and hunters can

spot them feeding in fields and
pastures. Hogs are fond of
crops and have beg appities
for tender, young greenery.
The groundhog is quite
tough and this fact requires
that the bowhunter use the
same equipment to hunt him
that he would use to hunt deer.
Razor sharp arrows are an
absolute must for a quick,
clean kill on any game and the
hog is no exception to the rule.
Camouflage clothing is also
important
because
the
groundhog has keen eyesight
and will spot a bowhunter as
quickly as any deer.
Pre-hunt scounting for hogs
will help the bowhunter find
areas where dens are located.
Watch for hogs feeding in the
open and for fresh road kills
because both instances will
prove that a den is nearby.
Locating dens and hunting the
area around them will turn up
more dens and more good
sport. Groundhogs can be
hunted all day long, but the
afternoon hunt should turn out
to be the most rewarding time
of day.
When hunting an area where
you have spatted feeding
groundhogs and have found
active dens, move slowly and
look for the critters to be

almost anywhere, including
up in trees.
A pair of binoculars will be a
valuable aid in spotting a hog
before you spook him or he
spots you first.
Once a hog sees you he will
proceed with great haste to his
den. Here is where thelittle
rascal has a built in failing.
Hogs will often react to a
whistle and stand up and look
back at the hunter. This
momentary pause is the time
to nail him.
Bowhunting for groundhogs
is great fun. Don't expect to
take several hogs the first
time that you try hunting them
because they are not easy.
Most of the time you will be
lucky to get a couple shots at
hogs.
Remember that groundhogs
are as difficult to hunt as the
white-tailed deer; you have to
get in really close for a well
placed, razor sharp arrow to
do its work.
Bowhunting is truely a year
round sport and the bowhunter
who takes advantage of offseason hunting opportunities
will help himself develope the
skills he needs for deer
season.
Good-luck
and
good
bowhunting.

de Bowfishing
iment May 7-9
wide bowfishing
, sponsored by the
dge Bowhunters
yolky Bowhunters
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:amp Energy near
mental Education
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J H Htz
Hugh Wrtght
d
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JIM Nihon

753-2617

4WD
Cheyenne Blazer

Chevrolet Trucks

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

The wily groundhog all snug in his den: This is about as close as some of us will get to
one of the toughest game animals that a bowhunter can go after. Groundhogs abound
in this part of the country and offer good sport for those who are willing to get out and
work for it "Chucks"(as they are sometimes called) are known tree-ciimber% so don,"1
forget to look up for these critters!
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*Tune-up
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Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Halting & Fishing licenses

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

By the time you read this
article the nomination committee for the Twin Lakes
Four Wheelers, Inc. will have
presented its slate of officers
to the club for their consideration and the one month
per year allocated to
"politicking" for club office
will be in progress. The
elections will be',held at the
April meeting and it is then
that the club officers for the
next fiscal year will be
elected.
Clubs vary in their
procedure for selecting officers, and indeed, in many
cases it is hard to find
someone who even wants to be
an officer. This can be a clue
to inactivity within an
organization.
Having been fortunate
enough to be a charter
member of the local four
wheel drive group some two
years ago, I have watched
somewhat apprehensively for
signs of the troubles that
usually creep into such groups
and eventually bring about
their demise. Happily, this
club is going full steam and
although there have been
"growing pains" on occasion,
all appears strong and
growing at the present.
The following comments
were motivated by some
reading in the newsletter from
the Phoenix Jeep Club. They
are passed on for the benefit of
all of you who do belong to
some form of club. I trust you
may find them to be
beneficial. They were given
out to the members of the local
four wheel drive club at the
meeting this week.
THERE ARE AT LEAST
TWENTY GOOD WAYS TO
KILL AN ORGANIZATION!
1. Don't come to the
meetings.
2. But if you do come, make
sure you are late and don't let
anyone know ahead of time
that you will be.
3. If you do attend a
meeting, try to find fault with
the work of the officers and
the committees.
4. Never accept an office, as
it is easier to criticize than to
do the work.
5. Get sore if you don't get
an office; try not to recall the
times When you were given
responsibilities and did not
carry though; threaten to
resign.
6. Get sore if you are not
appointed to a committee;
but, if you are, do not attend
the committee meetings.
7. If asked by the president
to give your opinion regarding
some important matter, tell
him you have nothing to say;
after the meeting is over tell
everyone how things should

have been done.
8. Do nothing more than
what is absolutely necessary;
but when other members roll
up their sleeves and willingly
and unselfishly use their
ability to help matters along,
howl that the organization is
being run by a clique.
9. If you receive a notice
that your dues are due, don't
pay.
10. Keep your eyes open for
something wrong, and when
you find it, threaten to resign.
11. Every time that you
don't get your way, swell up
like a wet hen and threaten to
resign; also try to get your
friends to resign.
12. When you attend a
meeting,
vote
to
do
something; and then go home
and do the opposite.
13. Agree with everything
said at the meeting and
disagree with it outside.
14. Always "buddy" up with
the same few; never go out of
your way to make a new
member feel at home.
15. If you don't like the way
something is done at a
meeting, keep your mouth
shut and go ahead and vote for
it anyway; then when the
activity takes place just don't
go.
16. Make a suggestion to do
something and then get sore if
you get appointed to help do it;
better still, just don't do it.
17. Always do your best to
"break it off" in someone
when they speak their
opinion; then complain that no
one ever speaks up at the
meetings except for the same
few.
18. Never admit that you
could be wrong; even if one of
your ideas gets voted down at
a meeting keep working to get
it done behind the officers'
backs.
19. Get a small group of the
leaders together and try to do
something that the majority of
the club membership really
does not wish to do.
20. When everything else
fails, cuss the officers and
just sit back and do absolutely
nothing.
If you are a club member
and something in this list does
not step on your toes, then rest
assured that you are an excellent club member or you
are not being honest about
yourself.
It has been a great delight to
have been a member of the
Twin Lakes Four Wheelersfor
the past two years. Having
been asked to serve on the
nominating committee this
past three months has really
reminded me of how critical
the officers of a club can be to
its success. There are so many
things that have to be
evaluated. I keep remembering the old statement that a

chain is jusi as strong as it
weakest link.
There were many excellent
candidates for us to consider
in the four wheel drive club
and our task has still been
most difficult. I shudder to
think of having this job in an
organization where the main
job of the nominating committee is just to find someone
who is willing to take an office.
Sitting behind this old
typewriter, it seems to me
that an officer should be
someone who is capable of
putting his (or her) club or
organization
first
and
himself second. They should
accept an office not merely as
a title or distinction; but
rather with a willingness to
serve to the utmost of their
ability that group of people
who placed their trust in them.
They should never forget the
fact that an officer is really
just a plain old member with
an extra job to do.
The real success of any
organization depends to a
great extent upon the performance of its officers. If you
can light a fire with the officers, the smoke will make
the members move. On the
other hand if the officers put
out the fire, the membership
will drown in a sea of inactivity.
Changing the subject,
summer is almost here and
the Twin Lake Four Wheelers
are going to help it start.
Get set for a FOUR WHEEL
DRIVE PULL at the
McCracken County drag strip
on Saturday night, March 27.
If they don't get that cold
white Clarks river bottom dirt
packed down good you might
even see one get stuck in the
middle of the track. There will
be six classes; 3500 lb. stock,
5000 lb. stock, 6500 lb. stock,
3500 lb. modified, 5000 lb.
modified, and 6500 lb.
modified. Prize money will be
good. Contact Sonny Hooks or
Mark Paschall regarding the
rules.
If you can get an Allison V12 in an army jeep bring it on
brother. More on the pull next
week.
HAPPY
WHEELING.

IIUMULY. ICUITUCZY 42o7l

Lindsey's
Jewelers

The Murray-Callaway County Jaycees are sponsoring a course in
Shooter Education. The Course will be held at the Murray City
Park, April 18, 100 pm. This course is co-sponsored by the
Daisy B8 Gun Corporation and the Murray-Callaway County Jaycees
are providing the course free of charge to the children of
Murray end Calloway County.

)by Wade Bourne

rn
Lakes

shot. Bowhunting equipment
only! Trophies will be
awarded for the first five
places.
Why not get that hunting
bow down from the rack and
come out and shoot!

Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of

The Course is designed for boys and girls, ages 7 to 14. The
following form 'must be completed and signed by each participant's
parents or guardian.

NAME
ADDRESS

taxemomm
stirATE

114 S.
AGE

Sf

give full permission for my son/daughter

Program

793-1M41

Mermy,
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to participate in the Shooter Education
red by the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees.

• Murray Home & Auto.
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.
%slim for it
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1, ,- , - Outdoor Sportsman
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.
Murray's
•

DATE SICNIM
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•
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,
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VTACT GARY CRASS AT

753-3621

or

753-2863

.or RESPONSIBLE IN CASE OF ACCIDENT

Here is a real opportunity for local youngsters to come out and learn the ins and outs
of gun handling and shooter education. we thank the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees and the Daisy NI Gun Corporation for the presentation of this course to the
children of Murray and Calloway County. Now, let's get the kids out, and support this
fine program.
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Qualified Bear Archery Service
final SI
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Cain's, AMC,Jeep
r7-

jeep
Coldwater Rd
753-6448
Ham Of Ilm OWN Skim

753-5693

Murray Bait CO.
Fred Gardner, New
fMbsEntN.y94

OPEN ALL WINTER
for your bait needs
Winter Fishing is Great!

FOUR
Pete and Dick Farley with a nice catch of crappie taken from Crooked Creek
last weekend.
Photo by Murray Bail

$295 at

As Low As

Happy Holiday Travel,LakeInc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky

DON SKUNK
GRAYSON Rica URI
rok• 94 Lost our of Murray for 2 miles. Turn rtght un 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles post floargur's Grocery Tok*
blacktop into Panorama and follow blacktop to your rich'

Telephone 502-436-5410

:s
o
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Face Tilghman Tonight For Regional Title

£019 TN A

Tigers Rally To Edge
Hickman County 54-46

OPEN TERRITORY — Bob Wilder (33) of the Tigers heads toward open space and scores two of
his nine points. Wilder had a game-high 14 rebounds in the contest for the Tigers.
(StaffOM by inks BrodWI)

By MIKE BRANDON
Had it not been for a young
Ledger & Times Sports Writer sophomore, who was playing
on the jayvee team during the
Glenn Jackson sat in the first part of the season, the
stands and as he did, Tigers would have probably
memories can flashing back. lost last night.
"It's almost like it was two
But as Glenn Jackson
years ago," Jackson said.
believed the Tigers could do it
Yes, it certainly was. It was
again, so did 6-2 forward
March 8, 1974, and Murray
Frank Gilliam.
High had defeated Hickman
Displaying coolness that a
County 43-38 to move into the
sophomore really shouldn't,
Regional championship game.
Gilliam kept the Tigers in the
The next night, Jackson's
game during the 'first half.
last-second jumper gave
Then in the third and fourth
Murray a 67-65 win over Tilghperiods, the usual heroes took
man and the first trip ever for
up the slack and Murray
the Tigers to the State
finally forged ahead.
Tournament.
For only several mmutes
After watching the Tigers
defeat Hickman County 54-46 early in the game did the
Friday night to move into the Tigers lead. At one time,
championship game, Jackson Murray was down by eight
simply put it this way: "You points but by intermission,
know, I think we can do it mainly behind the play of
Gilliam who had 13 points in
again."
He said it as if he were the first two periods, the
almost a part of the team. And Tigers fought back and tied it
who's to say he isn't?
up at 29 apiece.
With less than a minute to go
The dream, and that's all it
was at one point in the season in the third period and the
when the Tigers struggled off Tigers trailing 39-37, one of the
to a 2-4 start, is now within turning points came. Using
hours of becoming a reality... the Miller Mad Dog press, the
Tigers forced the Falcons into
if.
If the Tigers can just play a 10-second violation.
Murray got the ball back
their style of ball. . . if they
realize Paducah Tilghman, and 6-4 senior center Bob
the team they meet in the 8 p. Wilder hit a spinning layup to
m. title game, is only a tie the game at 39 apiece and
basketball team, not a legend that's the way it stood going
into the last quarter.
of any sorts

It seemed Murray could
"It was the press again,"
never get ahead in the final Tiger Coach Cary Miller said.
stanza. Time and time again,
"That 10-second call back in
the Tigers tied the game but the third quarter along with
could not get the upper hand. the jump ball where we scored
Then with 3:08 left in the on the fastbreak turned the
game, Wilder hit one of two game around for us.
free throws and the Tigers
"Finally,in the last quarter,
moved into a 44-43 edge.
we began to run our offensive
Then came the other key. pattern well and were getting
Junior guard Brett Harcourt the open shots at the free
forced a jumpball with Hick- throw line from Harcourt. The
man County's David Dixon. ones he didn't hit we managed
Harcourt controlled the tip to rebound and put back in.
and Wilder scored on a fast"Plus they started a press of
break to give Murray 46-43 their own late in the game
lead.
when they got down and it
"We lined up wrong on the backfired on them. Instead of
tip and allowed them to get a getting the ball, they got fouls.
three-on-one fastbreak and We hit seven of eight free
that's what killed us," Falcon throws in the last quarter."
Coach Dale Ray said.
Free throw shooting was
Indeed, it did kill the bout the only good shooting in
Falcons.
the game. Murray hit just 21Raymond Sims hit two free .59 from the field for a poor .356
throws with two minutes left while the Falcons hit on 18-49
and then with 1:7/ left, Sims for a cold .376 clip.
hit two more and by then the
Murray had 38 rebounds
lead was up to 50-43 and it was whil Hickman County had 21.
all over but the shouting.
Wilder had 14 caroms for the
"They were bigger and Tigers.
quicker than we were," Ray
"Andrea Perry came in the
said.
first half and really sparked
"Murray just had too much us, Miller said.
depth. They were able to run
"Gilliam definitely kept us
people in and out and we had
to stick with the same people.
Tim Larkins (6-5 center) got
tired late in the game and that
really hurt us," Ray added.
Larkins had 14 points at
halftime and finished with 20.

in the game early. Also,
Lindsey Hudspeth played
exceptional ball, especially on
the defensive end, and I
thought Wilder controlled the
boards well," Miller added.
The Tigers will carry an 18-5
record into the 8p. m. contest
tonight with Tilghman. In at
earlier meeting back in
December, the Tornado
defeated Murray High by nine
points.
Murray will be out to get
revenge for that one while
Tilghman will be out to get
revenge from two years ago

Sims
Richardson
Harcourt
Wilder
Hudspeth
Gilliam

Nines so
Ig-fga ft4ta
64
2-14
04
04
11
24
34
3-12
0-1
44
1-3
7-11
3-2
34
2146 1346

saw= essay
fg-fga ft-fta
Barclay
5-14
1-4
Dixon
14
3-4
Larkins
1-17
4-6
Workman
14
1-2
1-4
04
Hon317hre91
Harper
2-3
0-0
Totals
1049 10-11
Murray
10 19
Hickman
II 11

rb pf tp
2 2 III
0 2 6
1 4 4
14 3 9
6 $
I I 15
7 2
M 16 54
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1
2
1
7
1
2
71
10
10
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4 II
2 5
2 M
4 4
2 2
2 4
14 46
15-54
7-46

UCLA To Open Defense
Of NCAA Title Tonight
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
UCLA opens defense of its
NCAA basketball championship tonight against San
Diego" State. and even though
the Aztecs were beaten a
dozen limes during the
regular season, UCLA firstyear 'Coach Gene Bartow
insists he is not taking them
lightly.
We realize that any team
that reaches the NCAA
tournament is a fine
basketball team," said
Bartow, who succeeded John
Wooden at the school which
has won the national title 10 of
the past 12 years. "We know
San Diego State is capable of
beating us if we don't play
well—that is, with intensity
and enthusiasm."
The sixth-ranked Bruins, 234, are led by second-team AllRichard
American
Washington, who averaged
20.6 points and nine rebounds
per game.
San Diego State, 16-12 in the
regular season including a 15point loss to UCLA, hopes to
use aggressive defense to

Save
on Case
Tractors
43 80 HP

surprise the Bruins.
the Southeastern Conference's
-We look to the Oregon win leading scorer, forward
over UCLA as our in- Bernard King, who dislocated
spiration," said Ray Leary, his left thumb nearly two
State weeks ago.
Diego
San
the
playmaker, referring to
Virginia, which stunned
Oregon's 64-44 upset of UCLA three nationally ranked teams
last month which snapped the on consecutive nights to win
Bruins' 98-game home-court the Atlantic Coast Conference
winning streak. "The Ducks playoffs, hopes to continue its
played basically hard-nosed late-season surge against
against the Bruins. They DePaul.
moved the ball and played
tough, and I think we will,
too."
The UCLA-San Diego State
match-up in the West
Regional, which starts shortly
after midnight, EST, is the
last of 16 first-round NCAA
playoffs games to be played
Saturday.
By The Associated Press
games,
afternoon
In
The pace is picking up for
Princeton played Rutgers and the
Indiana Pacers.
Hofstra met C,onnecticut in the
Just listen in on Coach Bob
East Regional; Alabama Leonard's thoughts
after the
faced North Carolina, Western Pacers crushed
the San
Kentucky opposed Marquette, Antonio Spurs
132-115 Friday
met
Michigan
Western
night.
Virginia Tech and Indiana
"I think our shooting was a
played St. John's in the little bit better. Any time you
Regional, and get 30
Mideast
assists during a
Missouri faced Washington ballgame you're moving
the
and Cincinnati met Notre ball real well, and that's what
Midwest
the
in
Dame
we have to have. Darnell
Regional.
Hillman is really starting to
In other games tonight, VMI come on now with his
plays Tennessee and Virgina rebounding and shooting.
meets DePaul in the East;
--The last two games we've
Texas Tech opposes Syracuse had 42 and 37 assists. That's
and Wichita State goes against what we have to have. Mike
Michigan in the Midwest, and Flynn has been playing real
Pepperdine faces Memphis well the last few games."
State,
Arizona
plays
In
other
American
Georgetown and Boise State basketball Association games,
goes against Nevada-Las New York buried Kentucky
Vegas in the West.
124-106 and St. Louis shaded
Tennessee may be without Denver 101-97.

At

Murray
team, defer
Conference
open its sea
against Va
Murray fiel
begin at 2:30
It will als
30-game ho:
Racers,duni
play Iowa
Southwest
Northwester
(7), Middle
North Dako
due.
Coati Jot
much of last
which won
became the

MISS

NON-CONTACT SPORT? — Basketball is a non-contact sport, so they say. Here, Bob Wilder
(33) and Lindsey Hudspeth (32) of the Tigers mix it up inside with Tony Workman (2$) and Tim
Larkins (22) of the Falcons. Watching from the sides are Raymond Sims (10) and Fronk Gilliam
(52) of the Tigers.

Tool Boxes For Pickup's,
Some price as last year. $99.00 included Ky. Tor

Every man with a pickup needs his own
tool box.
Flip Top Lids(easy to use)
Insid• Sliding Troy(handy)
Locks On Foch Sid*(proyonts thofI)
Con bis used as company expense

641 South

Phone 753-2617

By The Associated Press
There's no love lost between
the Chicago Bulls and their
fans ... unless it's Bob Love.
Love, along with the rest of
the Bulls, was undoubtedly
lost in dropping a 95-73
decision to the Kansas City
Kings Friday night. In tennis,
love means nothing, and that
about sums up Love's latest
performance— while the
crowd booed him on.

SKYING
high into 1
Tornadoes

Detroit trounced Milwaukee
117-101, Philadelphia edged
Atlanta 109-107, Houston
trimmed Buffalo 113-100, New
Orleans flattened Portland
110-101 and Los Angeles
whipped New York 113-95.

The Kings had six players in
double figures against
Chicago, led by Nate
Archibald's 22. His driving
lay-ups and Sam Lacey's
domination of the backboards
Love, an eight-year regular, propelled the Kings to a 69-53
shot a perfect 0-for-15 from the third-quarter bulge.
floor. He did, however, make
"We took good shots in the
one of two free throws, but
quarter and then we
first
that didn't come until the final disintegrated,"
Motta said.
minute.
"The way our players were
"This may not have been
missing shots, it looked like
our worst game in my seven
they didn't care, but I know
years with the Bulls, but it
they weren't missing on
ranks very close," said Coach
purpose. My only hope is that
Motta.
Dick
they turn it around Saturday
Elsewhere in the National night and prove to themselves
Basketball Association, that they are profs."

RESIDENTS OF
MURRAY-CALLOWAY &
SURROUNDING COUNTIES

The following hard homes hare recommended a
funeral plan for you et your family:
MAX N. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
liktrray, Kentucky

BLALOCK — COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME
worm,Kentucky
MILLER FUNERAL HOME
mow,itontocky
J. H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
newsy, Itietycky
For Persons Ages 1 to 80

...because it's telling you
that about 12 percent of
the electrical fatalities
occurring around the
home involve a TV
antenna accidently contacting a high-voltage
power line. Never install
a TV or radio antenna
within falling distance of
one.
...because it's warning
you of downed electrical
lines. Consider all power
lines "hot" and dangerous, whether in the air or
on the ground. If you
discover a line on the
ground or within normal
reach,don't touch it. Call
us immediately.

Sobscribe
rocolood Its
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Fridey w
Sotwisys
7534910 bo
owl 4 p. a
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A lee meets a day is paid inki a load protected by legal reserrei
tint if seed k plan AI pay Ike Weil bill hr yes ad
ysm imily../sordlest el kw ilk he bees paid it
For information moll this coupon to:

Kentucky Funeral Director Burial Assn.
P.O. Box 405, Murray, Kentucky 42071
Nous
Mims.
Mese

West Ky. Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
Merrey-Mayfieid
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SKYING SNUMPERT - Junior guard Delbert Shumpert (20) of Paducah Tilghman goes flying
high into the air to grab off a one-handed rebound. Watching ore lames Greer (30) of the Blue
Tornado end teammate Tyrone Goodwin (22).
(50a60 Koos by Wilier)

*

3

Delbert Shunapert fouled out.
But Greer stayed in the game.
Greer finished vrith 15 points
and 16 rebounds, most of the
latter surely came in the last
period when "Cinderella"
almost got back in the game.
Down 4848, the Rough

Riders were outscored 9-0
during a two-minute span and
that put the game out of reach.
At one point, Tilghman led 5738.
But as the coaches always
say, Symsonia never gave up.
They did manage to battle

'Breds Set To Open Season
At Horne With Vandy Tuesday Hayes Takes Second

TWO MORE - Sophomore forward Fronk Gilliam (52) of
the Tigers shoots up two of his 15 points over the aststritched
arms of Hickman County's Tony Workmen.

Murray State's baseball
team, defending Ohio Valley
Conference champion, will
open its season next Tuesday
against Vanderbilt on the
Murray field. The game will
begin at 2:30 p.m.
It will also be the first of a
30-game home stand for the
Racers,during which they will
play Iowa State (4 games),
Southwest Missouri (2),
Northwestern (5), Chicago
(7), Middle Tennessee (2),
North Dakota (8), and Purdue.
Coa$1 Johnny Reagan has
much of last year's team back
which won 40 games, lost 9,
became the first OVC team to

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sabscribors who have all
received ma beendefivered
rimy of Me Many ledger
MiedayTimes by 5:30 p.
In* or by 3:30 p. a. eri
Setwasys or, urged to call
75.3-1916 betwemi 5:30 p. au.
Meriday-fririm,
mal 6 p.
or 3:30 p. m. and 4y. a.
Saturdays, to Mime delivery
of tie arresamer. Calls mast
weekbe pieced by Sp.
days or 4 p. a. Setwrims to
guaresrtee delivery.

vt,,,N44,41/
veople

play in the NCAA tournament. another fine infield as they Shortstop Giesler also carries
Reagan, who has won 9 OVC have for years. Three-fourths a strong career,average.
titles in 18 years at Murray of last year's combination
The outfield will be the most
and has one of his best groups return and the only spot experienced at Murray in
of young pitchers ever. He vacated by graduation. years. In right will be John
also has a good blend of ex- shortstop, should be well filled Siemanowski, a fine glove
perienced pitchers to go With by junior college transfer Stan man who hit .392 last year as a
the new.
--Giesler. In addition to being sophomore. In center will be
Returning pitchers include strong defensively, the infield David Hughes, who hit just
right-hander Glen Peterson should -414164Y,lutiub of tbe;- under .300 and had 34 RBI's.
5-0 record, 1.29 ERA last team's offensive Amch. Don Leading candidate for left
year), right-hander Richard Walker,first baseman, hit .364 field is Marvin Kiel, who was
Allegretti (4-1, 2.79), right- las year. Second baseman injured much of last year but
hander Terry Brown (3-0, Jack Perconte hit .404 and is who had his batting average
1.47), and lefty Greg Cruse(2- one of the most complete up to .271 at the end of the
0, 1.1 strikeouts an inning).
players to ever wear a Racer season.
Also
returning
is uniform. Third baseman
The
complete
Racer
righthander Mark Wezet, who Terry Brown has a career schedule follows:
missed last season with an batting average of .342 for his March 16, Vanderbilt, Home
injury but had a 3-0 record and first two seasons at Murray. March 19,. Iowa State and
a 9.79 ERA two seasons ago.
New pitchers are freshmen
Andy Rice and Mark Iliggins
and junior college transfer Friday's Girls Regional Games Jessamine County 59
12th at Pulaski County
By The Associated Press
Mike Roberts.
First Round
Racer catching duties will
8th at Jeff. Doss
Monticello 74 Laurel Count
again be handled by Gene
Championship
68
Jeff. Butler 55 Jeff. Pleasure
Casey County 67 Danville 56
Steuber and Mike Cathey. The Ridge
60
13th at Union College
fleet-footed Steuber is an
7th at Jeff. Ballard
Semifinal
Championship
Cawood
64 Jackson County 62
excellent receiver and handler
Lou. Sacred Heart 61 Lou.
14th at Breathitt County
of pitchers and carries a Assumption 46
Semifinals
career batting average of just
13th at Corbin
Knott County Central 72 Dilce
Semifinals
Combs
68
(of)
under .300. Cathey is also a
Hazard 79 Wolfe County 61
Clay County 84 Knox Cenral
proven college receiver who 66
16th at Morehead State UniverMiddlesboro 48 Cawood el
sity
hits with power.
15th at Johnson Central
Semifinals
The Racers should have
Championship
Boyd County SO Lewis Coun'Y

Kentucky Regional Scores

One Day Only
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By MIKE BRANDON
engine, the heart; that's
Ledger & Times Sports Editor where they desire comes
Coaches are great at from.
Symsonia was awed in the
making losing teams sound
good. You know, they talk first quarter. Big James
about how their team never Greer and company simply
quit hustling and how their intimidated the 'Riders. At
the end of the first period,
kids never gave up.
Okay. Don Butler did not Tilghman tornadoed its way to
have much to say after his a whopping 19-5 lead.
The second largest lead of
Symsonia club dropped a 57-47
decision to Paducah Tilghman the game came after only 11
Friday night in the semifinals seconds passed in the second
of the First Region Tour- period when Greer hit from
nament before a packed house eight feet to put the Big Blue
out to a 21-5 lead.
at the MSU Fieldhouse.
From that point on, Sym§o we'll make up for what
sonia won the game on the
Don didn't say.
His team never quit scoreboard.
But from ”that point on"
hustling. How about that?
Sportswriters sound like doesn't count. Sort of like
"almost" counts only in
coaches don't they?
Symsonia lost the game. horseshoes and washers.
By the end of the first half,
They won the hearts of just
about everyone in the gym- thw outclassed, outmanned
nasium, and there were but not outhustled Symsonia
probably a few Tilghman fans club had fought back and
who, though they wouldn't trailed only 29-20.
Tilghman led by as much as
admit,sort of -rooted" for the
16 in the third period before
Rough Riders.
There's an old saying in the the McManus Brothers,
sports world that if a team Robert and Mark, hit for two
plays 32 minutes of hustling points apiece in the final
minute of the third period to
ball, they'll wip. Symsonia
make it 42-32 entering the final
played 32 minutes of hustling
ball. And though the game was period.
Greer got his fourth foul
really never in doubt, the
with 6:32 left in the game. Just
cinderella Rough Riders won
12 seconds later, junior guard
where it counts,,the size of the

1
2can
No.2/
Limit of 2 per customer
* SERVICE
*CLEANLINESS
* QUALITY
*PRICES
* SELECTION

JIM ADAMS
NORTHSIDE - SOU HSIDE

Sheldon Clark 50 Johnson
Cenral 39
16th at Ashland
Semifinals
Boyd County 42 University
Breckinridge 26
Russell 49 Ashland 39

59

Ashland 75 Russell 63

College
Results

Friday's Boys Regional Games
By The Associated Press
1st at Murray State University
Semifinals
Murray 54 Hickman County
46
Paducah Tilghman 57 SYrnsonia 47
2nd at Hopkinsville
First Round
Christian Coun•y 104 Mender
son County 83
61
Caldwell
Madisonville
County 52
3rd at Owensboro Sportsceirer
Semifinals
Apollo 63 Central City 62
Ohio County 55 Greenville 54
4th at Western Ky University
Semifinals
Bowling Green Si Glasgow 49
Edmonson County 59 Frank
iin Simpson 58
5th at Marion County
Semifinals
Caverna 62 Taylor County 61
Green County 87 North Har
din 82
6th at Jeff. Fairdale
Lou. Shawnee 49 Jeff. Wes*
ern 34
Jett. Pleasure Ridge 64...leff.
Valley 52
7th at Jeff. Fern Creek
Semifinal
Lou. Male 96 Jeff Seneca 63
Ilth at Henry County
Semifinals
Bullit
Cenral 70 Carroll
County 53
(Shelby County 76 Scott Coun
ty 72
9th at Conner
Semifinals
Coving•on Holmes 73 Newpor
60
Catholic
Covington Holy Cross 76
Bellevue 65
10th at Mason County
Semifinals
Harrison County 66 Maysville
57
Bath County 40 Mason County
42
11M at Frankfort Sports Center
Semifinals
Lexington Henry Clay 17
Richmond Madison 70
Lexington Bryan S'atIon 71

By The Associated Press
TOURNAMENTS
NCAA Division II
SOUTH
Championship
UT-Chattanooga 86, Valdosta
S 66
Consolation
Rollins 101, Florida Tech 91
SOUTH ATLANTIC
Championship
Old Dominion 73, Baltimore

Southwest Mo., Home
March 20, Iowa, State and
Southwest Mo., Home
March 21, Iowa State (2),
Home
March 22, Northwestern (2),
Home
March 23, Northwestern (2),
Home
March 24, Northwestern,
Home
March 25, Chicago(2), Home
March 26, Chicago(2), Home
March 27, Middle Tennessee
( 2), Home
March 28,Chicago(2) Home
March 29, North Dakota (2),
Home
March 30, North Dakota and
- Chicago,Home
March 31, North Dakota (2),
Home
April 1, North Dakota (2),
Home
April 2, North Dakota and
Purdue, Home
April 3, Western Kentucky( 2),
Western Ky.
April 4, Purdue 12), Home
April 5,Purdue(2),Home
April 7, Austin Peay (2),
Austin Peay
April 10, Austin Peay (2),
Home
April 13, Vanderbilt, Vanderbilt
April 14, Middle Tennessee
(2), Middle Tenn.
April 17, Western Kentucky
(2),Home
April 19, Arkansas State (2),
Arkansas State
April 26, Missouri (2),
Missouri
April 29, Memphis State (2),
Memphis State
stay 2, Southern Illinois,
Home

norm
fg-fga ft4ta
Warren
04 0-0
Shurnpert
24
3-2
Goodwin
5-10
2-2
Greer
6-13
34
Cash
6-12
5-6
Whitehead
3-9
1-1
Williams
44 0-1
Walden _ __CI-la
Totals
DM

rb
1
4
9
16
5
6
1
0
42

pi
4
5
0
1
4
0
0
0
17

*mei
ft-fga ft-fta
4-12 0.0
3.8 0-0
6-14
6-7
4-14
2-4
1-1
0-1
0-2 0-0
1-1
1-1
19.56 0.13
19 10
5 15

rb
15
II
2
3
0
0
0
31
13
12

pf tp
3 8
5 6
4 11
4 10
I 2
1 0
1 2
19 47
15-57
15-47

Allred
Whittemore
Crooks
141.14cAtanus
R. McManus
K. Allred
McClure
Totals
TlIgman
Symaorua

Master Till
26" Tiller

far

Round Lead In Doral
MIAMI (AP) - Mark
Hayes, who hasn't been there
before, says he believes he's
on the verge of winning.
And Jack Nicklaus, who's
been there so many times
before, promises he'll do
better.
-It's a new experience for
me," said Hayes after he took
the second round lead-the
first of his career-Friday
with a 68 that put him at 135,
nine under par for two trips
over the windswept, 7,065yard Blue Monster Course at
the Doral Country Club.
"I won't try to force
anything," said Hayes, a 26year-old who hasn't finished
higher than third in his two
full years of tour activity.
"I'm not going to try to shoot
62 like some of these guys can.
I'll just try to play good solid
golf and let the birdies come
when they do. If it's my week,
I'll win.
"It takes a lot to win. It
takes a lot of luck and a lot of.
good ball hitting."
Nicklaus, the defending
champion, got to within two
strokes of the top spot with a
33 on the front nine, then
struggled home with a 71 that
included a ball in the water on
the tough 18th.
"I got it in position and then
couldn't do anything with it. It
was just one of those days that
I couldn't get myself moving.
"I'll do better tomorrow."
He was five strokes off the
pace at 140 but noted that "in

almost every tournament you
have someone who's hot in the
first couple of rounds, and
then they cool off."
Hubert Green was one shot
out of the lead after a 70-136
Ben Crenshaw, with a second
round 71, and Bobby Mitchell,
with a 69, followed at 137. Bob
Dickson, who has had a pair of
69'a, was alone at 138. Grier
Jones, 68, and Marty Fleckman, 70 were at 139.
Although a face in the crowd
to most golf fans, Hayes has
played very well in the last
two weeks, putting together
finishes of fifth and eighth and
actually moving into position
to challenge for the titles in
both events.
It marked a continuation of
his steady progress on the
tour-the only life he ever
wanted to live. He won $40,620
and was 68th on the moneywinning list in his first full
season, 1974, and last year
improved to $49,297 and 47th
place. Right now he's 13th
with $27,237 for the year.

Chain Drive
Tiller With
Briggs 8i
Stratton
Engine

3 hp 169.95
5 hp 189.95
Wallin
Hdw.
Paris, Tenn.

Get the
jump on
your spring lawn and
garden chores with a
new Case Compact Tractor,
You'll be ready to mow your
lawn carpet-smooth. You'll be ready to
plow, disk, and till in an earth-shattering
jiffy. And you'll be ready to add that "final
touch" along walks and drives, and around
trees and shrubs with this super PreSpring Special'

se
Consolation
Morgan S• 86, Madison 81
SOUTH CENTRAL
Championship
Nicholls St 90, Grambling 84
NEW ENGLAND
Semifinals
Assumpr ion 64, Quinnipiac tsc
Bridgeport 93, Ben'ley 86
NCAA Division III
SOUTH ATLANTIC
Championship
Shepherd, W.Va.79, Mar
mouth 71
Consolation
Glassboro St 81, Lynchburg
62
NORTHEAST
Championship
Rhode Island Col 89.
Mass 87
Consolation
Boston St 100, Suffolk 101
EAST
Semifinals
CCNY 94, Roches'er Tech 69
Plattsburgh 68, RPI 65
MIDDLE ATLANTIC
Semifinals
Scranton 68, Grove City 15
Widener 65, Mansfield St 54
SOUTH
Semifinals
M,les 79. Sewenee 71
GREAT LAKES
Semifinals
Ashland 75, Hiram 74
Wittenberg 811. Oberlin 66
MIDWEST
Semifinel
Co. 70, Simpson 62
7
AuQUStert11, Ill 83. Cornell'

back and score the last nine
points of the game to get the
margin back where it really
belonged.
Rodney Cash paced the Blue
Tornado with 17 points while
Greer had 15 and forward
Tyrone Goodwin, who played.,
as point guard last year,
scored 12.
For the 'Rideru, who close
the season with 17-10 record,
Kenneth Crooks had 18 points
while Mark McManus added
10. Sophomore sensation Tim
Allred scored eigt t points and
grabbed 15 rebonds.
Sophomore James Whittemore, who pulled off 11
rebounds, added six points
Tilghman will cafry 8 23-6
record into their 8 p.m.
championship clash tonight
against the Murray High
Tigers.

With the purchase of any
new Cass Compact Tractor. sale pritod from
to 11456 depending on in. model
you buy, you will receive a model
500 Weed Eater, absolutely free. A
regular $80.50 value, the Weed Eater trims,
edges, mows and sweeps with-a flexible nylon fishing line. Its the perfect companion
for your new Case Compact Tractor.
Ogler helms Okra 31,15711

Just look at these Pre-Sprkog tractor prices!
Swamp WIWI
MN SWOP
Model I IS
Swims $3115-0
Model 211I .......Polo.$1415Sill

SPRINGING HIGH - Liedsey Nodspoth (32) of the Tigers
springs high off the floor to set se this shot is Ti. larbism
ir(22) of Hickman Comity Moods. Hudspeth finished with sight
points and grubbed six rebounds.
(Staff Metes by Mins inoese)

It's a toed thee to ON Growing loth Owe.
8-10-12-14-1G hp mode% to choose be.

la
0
6
12
15
17
7
0
0
57
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ifItsResultsYou Want-ItsalISS IDMSYou Need
30 Bust
3 c..•(1 H'

2 Notice
LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Tablets and
Hydrel Water Pills at
Scott Drug, Murray.

BOW
I Ws rod fit veer Sealti

Corvette Lanes
7537262

STYLISH MEN
SHOP THE

Nona
I

Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. ot
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Stresta. Western
Dark Totems Packing Corp.,
Murray.Ky.,Mow 7534342.

•

5 Female lcdlog
Without end
7 Identical
8 Judgment
9 Worn/less
leaving
10 Inlet
11 Hindu cymbola
17 Paradise
19 Comfort
22 Let it stand
24 Turnabouts
71 Grain
Weird(/)"
23
25 Roman road
27 Deciares
26 Merit
29 Mountain
27 Pintail duck
•
lake
28 Ventilates
30 Exist
lellef
Greek
32
,..33 Distance
Inclined
31
messum
roadway
Z$ Period 01
35Th.sweet35 Declare
36 Before
1, 37 Newspaper
paragraph
'538
8 ClaSsitY
12 A state
(ably I
13 Volcanic
emanation
14 Silkwormn
15 Distant
16 Fundamental
ie Striped
animal
20 Communists

TO

IS

If You

30,01tAlgIA
P5j,
1 tnmEMA
61u!;;• ;All1440W, AMC
W.fAmi
vm2Aon
uu
III3.3 emu:
ammA
ONO
UA-4
101,1.Wwiq
I)
•

41:4)
37 Mental 1m age
40 Finished
42 King ol birds
44 Short picket
45 Extremist),
terrible
47 Lamb a pen

Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Ponce
753-6952
Rescue
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society. ,
753-2591 or 753-3994
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens753-0929
Needline.. 753-NEED
-Learn10Read 753-2288

MATO
48 Abound
49 Caress
50 Span len for
"river
51 Peribi 01
twee
62 A stale
labbr I

39 Ancienl
chariot
41 Equal
. 43 Want
46 !tern of
PrWeftS
• 49 Antedating
N 53 Beverage
54 Ireland
55 City vi
Russia
, 56 Faison ood
; $7 Frog
58 Fin)
• 59 Mart s
rucknam•
'

Get reedy fir Spris lead
wit*•eliasPets *shad ice
year car al..

Hodson Texaco
153•7799
OWNS his Camels Woes

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

Sunday Is
American

THE FAMILY of Mrs.
Cletus (Lois) Ward
wishes to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks to neighbors,
friends, and members of
the Faith Doran Circle
for food, cards, flowers,
prayers, and concern
shown during the illness
and death of Lois Ward.
We wish to extend
special thanks to Dr.
Marquardt, Dr. Binford
and the nurses who
attended Mrs. Ward on
the fourth floor of the
Murray Calloway
Hospital. We are also
grateful to Dr. James A.
Fisher and Rev. C.
William Hart for their
spiritual comfort given
to us during our time of
sorrow; aLso to Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Burt nephew
and wife of Mrs. Ward
who sang the songs she
requested accompanied
Virgil
Mrs.
by
Blankenship at the
piano. We appreciate
the comforting services
of the staff of the Max
Churchill Funeral
Home. May God's
richest blessing rest
upon all of you. The
Family of Mrs. Lois
Ward.

RAYMOND HENSLEY
now associated with Bill
Riley at the Downtowner Barber Shop at
508 Main.

I WAS -R4E
VICTIM OF A
BAD TRADE,
MARCIE!

Phone 489-2740

IT toto Youe mei FAULT,50C!

6000

YOU CAWS ARE ALL ALIKE!
itIN THINK YOU CAN TIZADE
US PLAYERS LIKE CATTLE!

6RIEF!

Sr

el)

WHY
DO YOU
LOOK SO
UNHAPPY?

I FOUND THIS OLD
NEWSPAPER IN AN
ANTIQUE SHOP -- -

- - AND I
JUST
READ

THIS
AD

JUNE 7.

1910

JOES MARKET
soRLosrv
STEAK
20t LB

wr

Solt

18

FREE
LIVER
FOR
YOUR
CAT

8READ

WE WOULD like to thank
all our friends, neighbors, and relatives who
have helped us in every
way since our home was
destroyed by fire. We
have tried to thank
everyone personally but
so many wonderful
people have helped so
much; we are afraid we
may have negjfcted to
thank someone. A
special thanks to those
that gave showers, and
to the members of the
Coldwater Church of
Christ, the Bethel
Church of Christ and to
the Springville, Tennessee Church of Christ
for their help, gifts, and
visits. We appreciate
what each and everyone
has done to help, and we
are grateful to so many
friends and again we say
"thank you." Steve,
Dana & Heath Crouch.
• Ar

••rt

LOST HEAVY tarpaulin,
March 12, between
Locust Grove and
Murray. Finder please
call Howell Clark, 7536567.

313

ALL'UNES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from
Post Office. Call 7533263.

FOR LARGE cycle, 1970
Nova, has speed shop
built motor, Cragars,
Goodyear 50's, and
more. Call 753-8077.
• •' 7

14

GOOD SMALL block
Chevy engine. Call 4892732.
YOUNG HORSE for
pleasure, reasonable,
phone after 5 p.m., 4365495.
GASOLINE TANK, 300
gallon. Call 753-7975.
FIVE ACRES wooded
land. Preferable South
of town. Call 753-0339
after 5 p.nt
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6.
or 753-6231.

LOST SIX year old toy
Poodle, white and
apricot. Answers to
name Fluffy. Lost in
vicinity of Story and
Johnson Ave. Anyone
seeing its whereabouts
please call 753-8857.

1'•

6 Help Wanted
TELLER
OF T4LE5,„"VVHO KNOWS ALL
AND FORGETS NOTHING

OLP MAN MOZZ ... 774E

NEED LADY to clean
cabins, 15 miles from
Murray, Ky. Toward
New Concord. Call 901232-8221.

Is-'s NM.

•
is

SOMEONE WITH riding
lawn mower to mow
lawn. Call 753-8388.

9
•
'

• •
r•

FROM 11 p.m. till 7 a.m.
full time, apply 7-3 p.m.
at Kvrik Pik,live points.

ir

WANTED: SOMEONE to
sell Watkins products.
Call 753-5550.
8 Storage Buildings
BUY THE best for less.
storage
Portable
buildings, offices, lake
cottages, boat storages,
garages, patios and
barns. Name it-We build
it. CUSTOM BUILT
PORTABLE
BUILDINGS, Hicks
Cemetery Road Call
753-0984.

•

IF I RELEASE

Alartt Co

ANYTHING
Kif To GTCOTA

YDU WILLYX PROWSE

DANCE

TI-115
MESS!

1
1,
41444„ ,

COE OLJESTIok)
HOW CO THIS

ot4 lb THE
SANOBOVVL

FESTIVAL

iiklir

jct

FLY ?f

•
.
44
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w
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10 Business Opportunity

Grocery Narked
Also Gasoline

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

USED SINGER SEWING
machine, zig-zag and all
regular
attachments.
Sews perfect. Fully
guaranteed. Full cash
price. $29.95. Call or
write Martha Hopper,
Route 5, Benton, Ky. 1354-8619.
19 farin Equipment
AND
TRACTOR
EQUIPMENT 25-20,
J.D. diesel, A-1 condition. See at Ashland
Station in Coldwater.
INSMALL
TERNATIONAL dozer.
Good operating condition. Hydraulic 6'
blade. Call 436-5628.

FIREWOOD for sale by
truckload or rick. Call
753-0745 or 753-3947.

1975 CASE 646, front
loader and garden
tractor with plow, disc
and 48" mower. All
hydraulic. Original cost
$4,500.00. Asking
$3,500.00. Call 753-7414.

BIRD SOLID VINYL
SIDING& Never needs
painting. Now installed
by Aluminum Service
Co. Downtown Hazel.
Call 492-8647.

TRACTOR-970 Case, 630
hours: Like new condition. 5-16 inch Case
pickup plow. Both
$9500.00. Stanley Myatt,
1-328-8317.

TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

KOHLER ELECTRIC
4
plant,
cylinder
gasoline, engine. 15,000
watts, 115-230 volts, good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.

ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beans. 16' t 24',
long. Call 354-6392 or 7538580.

FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8.560.

15.Articles For Sale

DOWN
1 Float
2 Turkish
standard
••

".t1

WATKINS
FOR
PRODUCTS, Mr. or
Mrs. Holman Jones.
Phone 753-3128.

Bel-Air Center

L•

1313

1,1

14361.1.

1-v.3-ZY!
4

1

Correfte
Lanes

CO OWNERS
Answer to Freely aPuzcia

3

ACROSS
1 Tattered
cloth

$1'

p.a. till p.a.

Billy Brandon
and Jerry Key

.•••••••••

Puzzler
Crossword
Architectural

Special

KING'S
DEN

Across fres Nelms Poses

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekends.

Wednesday

11 Vacuum Cleaners

IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
USED
ADMIRAL
refrigerator for sale.
Nice size. Like new. Call
753-7710. See at 514 South
13th St.
FENCE SALE at SEARS.
Call Larry Lyles at 7532310 for free estimates.
Through March.
GIRL'S CLOTHING
junior sizes 7-9. Call 7534725.
FOR ALL YOUR FENCING NEEDS.Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-4446865, Paducah,Ky.
5.

For Salo

C.B.
Sets
Cobra Craig
Johnson
While they last
0110(041nit
UMW
753-3682
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016-$219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton,Ky.

MIS
WASHER AND DRYER.
Good condition. $125.00.
Call 753-3973.
SAVE in on 16 cu.
upright freezer with
adjustable cold control, glide-out basket,
defrost drain and
door
magnetic
gaskets.
Was 319.95...

Sales including two
buildings with living
quarters sales over
owner
$150,000
retiring terms

is.269.W
Montgomery
Ward

Byerfinder
Sikeston, Mo.

753-1966
1203 Chestnut

Sales Ageect
'OW toimpw9ollos

1967 INTERNATIONAL
backhoe, good condition.
Call 1-354-6392 or 7538560.
CRAWLER LOADER
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.

For Sale
Or Trade
IN 766 Tractor, 74;
12' Birth disc, 12'; IN
16" four bottom Am;
Four row JD planter,
wilt 2 row cultivators
food rem; two 4 row
cultivators; Model 60
JD tractor; 6' husk
hog; allti-packor, 10';
481½ ton Ford tuck.
640 Conibino 14'
balder.

Phone 753-8090
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983
20 Sports Equipment
ONE CAMERA Fujica
S7701 with 55 1.8 lens
with case. Fujica lens
100 2.8 and case. 2X
teleconverter. Call 7537244 or 753-4857.
SEARS FIVE speed
bicycle. 20 gauge
Remington 870 shotgun.
Bear hunting bow. Call
753-7417.
14' POLAR-KRAFT. 25
horse Evinrude motor.
Call 753-5699 or 7534786.
COMPLETE SET Wilson
staff mens golf clubs pro
bag. Womens clubs,
Wilson Patty Berg and
bag. 30.30 Winchester
model 24. Savage over
and under, 20 gauge,
over 22. Remington 22
automatic rifle. Single
shot V rifle. Phone 7537788.

70 Sports Equipment
MERCURY OUTBOARD
motor, Mark 55, 40 h.p.,
all electric, all controls,
$150.00, or best offer.
Call 436-2494.
FOR SALE 36' STARhouseboat.
DUST
Bought new in 1972.
Sleeps six. Two 55 h. p.
motors, fully equipped
galley, gas grill. 110-12
volt and gas light
system. Carpeting inside, astro turf on deck.
$6,250. Call after six p.
m.502-753-7750.

28 x 32
cleanup
At Alma
641. Call
BUILD!
DIXIEL
Center a
April. Ca

1101

OR CARE
in count
Concord,
Call 43
11:00 art
2 Apirtr

24. Miscellaneous
FOR SALE H.O. Train
and track. 4 x 8 plywood,
wi:h scenery, large
transformer, 13 cars.
Call 753-8714.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1443-7323.
TWO STORY oak log
barn. . Excellent conditon. Call 753-0870.
26 TV
TAKE UP payments on
25" color console T.V. J
& B Music. Call 753-7575.
21. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
12 x 60 ALL electric,
trailer. Call 901-247-3387.
1971
NICE
VERY
Wheeler, 12 x 60, 2
bedroom, bath, dressing
carpeted
room,
throughout, furnished or
unfurnished. Includes
pole, porches, underpinning, hurricane
straps. Call 437-4253.
1973 GARRISON 12 x 52,
central heat and air, set
up and underpinned.
Call 753-6932 after 4:30
p.m. or anytime on
weekends.
1975 VIKING, 12 x 70, 3
bedroom, bath and half,
$750.00 down, take over
payments under $90.00.
Call 753-0821 days.

FURNISI
MENT.
bedroon
Apartml
Sireet. 7
MURRA
apartme
bedroorr
except
refrigeri
paid. CA
air con
753-8668.
TWO
apartmei
disposal,
washer,
dryer tu
heat an
$150.00. C

FURNISH,
furnished
available
753-4331.
THREE
ment for
March 1.

FURNISH
MENT, 1
bedroom,
bath. Call

NEATLY
apartm•
Universit:
Call 753-0(

NIICE FUI
bedroom
See 1414 V

NEW TW
apartm
bedrooi
disposal,
all cal
private
$150.00. C

Don't I

been
for tod
are don
You co

TWO BEDROOM. air
conditioned, washer and
dryer. Riviera Courts,
call 753-8550 after 4 p. m.
8 x 36 MOBILE HOME.
All electric. $1,500. Call
753-8249.
12 x 70 MOBILE HOME.
Three bedroom, 2 bath.
Extra nice. Call 753-1905
after 5:30.
1973 SCHULTZ, carpeted,
central heat and air, call
474-2240 or 474-2359.
MOBILE HOME and
large lot, 65' • 1974
Atlantic, central heat
and air, underpinned,
hurricane straps, smoke
alarm,storm windows,3
bedrooms, washer and
dryer hookup, new
condition. Open house Saturday and Sunday, 16. From Murray take 94
East to Whites Used
Cars and follow signs or
call 492-8120 anytime.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM all
.electric mobile home,
$50.00 deposit. $125.00
per month. Water and
garbage pickup furnished. Call 753-2377.
NICE TWO BEDROOM
furnished trailer, free
water, and garbage
pickup. 690.00 a month.
Prefer couples. Call 7532493.
NOW STELLA Trailer
Park, nice lots, $20.00
month. Free water and
garbage pickup. Call
753-24%3

Si ',I I
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Another View

30. Business Rentals

34 Houses for Rent

41 Pub
r=3

ARD
, 40 h.p.,
controls,
st offer.

M' STARuseboat.
in 1972.
•7o 55 h. p.
equipped
7.ril1. 110-12
gas light
• ting inon deck.
after six p.
1.

SIX ROOM HOUSE for

28 x 32 ft. building for
cleanup shop or garage.
At Almo Heights,just off
641. Call 753-8(144.

have
rent.
Must
references. Contact
Robert Wiggins at
Wiggins Furniture.

IN
BUILDING
DIXIELAND Shopping

35 i

Center available 1st of
April. Call 753-3018.

FARM LAND FOR rent.
45 acres of beans or
corn. 930 lbs. burley
tobacco. Call 489-2549.

31 Want To Rent
OR CARE TAKE a house
in country. Prefer New
Concord, Hazel area.
Call 436-2433 before
1100 a.m.

37 t.tt.es tut ik

old. Best offer over
$50.00. Call 753-4106.

AKC REGISTERED Irish

APART-

FURNISHED
MENT. One or two

'ESSES

oak log
tient con11.

• yments on
!sole T.V. J
753-7575.

weeks.
Setters. 6
Excellent show quality.
Males $75.00. Females
$65.00. Call 436-5574.

bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

TWO SOWS to have pigs
in about 10-15 days. One
apartments, one or two purebred Duroc male.
bedroom, unfurnished. Call 436-5622.
and
stove
except
refrigerator, water bill 38. Pets Supplies
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call COCKER SPANIEL,
male. Blonde. Twelve
753-8668.
weeks old. Shots, AKC
BEDROOM registered, $55.00. Call
TWO
apartment all carpet, 753-5605.
disposal, range, dish
pupwasher, washer and AKC TOY Poodle
one
male,
silver
pies,
dryer hookup. Central
1
heal and air, patio, one silver female,
Call
753male.
cream
$150.00. Call 753-7550.
9349.
FURNISHED AND un- AKC REGISTERED St.
furnished, apartments
Bernard
puppies
available March 1. Call
Championship blood
753-4331.
lines. Call 753-6412 or

MURRAY

ize for anr campers.
nd save on
ttresses,
or foam.
ATTRESS,
d, phone 1-

electric,
11-247-3387.

CE 1971
2 x 60, 2
th, dressing
carpeted
furnished or
. Includes
ches, unhurricane
437-4253.
N 12 x 52,
t and air, set
underpinned.
g after 4:30
anytime on

753-0957 after 4 p.m.

ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.

41 Pub..i. Sales

YARD SALE all day

FURNISHED APARTMENT, living room, 2
bedroom, kitchen and
bath. Call 753-8175.

GARAGE SALE 818 N.

NEATLY FURNISHED
apartments, near
University for singles.
Call 753-0669 or 753-7575.
NICE FURNISHED one
bedroom apartment.
See 1414 Vine St.

NEW TWO BEDROOM
apartment, studio
range,
bedroom,
disposal, refrigerator,
all carpet, rustic,
private courtyard.
$150.00. Call 753-7550.

20th Street. Saturday,
March 13th, 8 a.m.
Wicker headboard, bed
frame, tables, sewing
table, platform rocker,
chairs, fabric and
scraps for quilts, patterns, curtains and
sheer panels, clothes,
jeans, coats, dishes,
toys, wading pool,
bicycle rack for car,
leather briefcase, etc.
Everything in good
condition and priced
low.

Don't let your bathroom look like a has
been with yesterdays decor. Bathrooms
for today and a lot of tomorrows to come
are done in MARBLE
You can see it at its best at..

ROOM. air
•, washer and
'era Courts,
after 4 p. m.

Thornton Tile
And Marble

:ILE HOME.
. $1,500. Call
r: ILE HOME.
oom, 2 bath.
. Call 753-1905

R.

II

(2t: t'

SELL YOUR HOME
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified Suyers
looking for good homes.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, where
current real estate
knowledge and good old
fashioned personal
service go hand-inhand.
THIS WEEK's Special.
Just lilted 5 miles from
town. 3 bedroom, 1 bath
brick. Storage building,
on 12 acres of fine flat
land. If you want elbow
room this is the place.
Guy Spann Realty. Call
753-7724. 901 Sycamore
St., Murray,Ky.

Saturday. 1617 Catalina
Drive.

MARBLE
, 12 x 70, 3
•,th and half,
• , take over
under $90.00.
1 days.

BE THE first in Calloway
County to have a 2
hectare (new metric
measurement replacing
acre measurement)
country estate. While
the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we still sell them for
dollars with a low down
payment and extended
C.
John
terms.
Neubauer Reel Estate,
505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101-7531 or call Bb
Rodgers,753-7116.

MANOR

THREE ROOM apartmobile
prices paid.
Spur Trailer
•ucah. Call
1-8226.

,

GELDING, NINE years

2. Apartments For Rent

.0. Train
8 plywood,
ry, large
13 cars.

BARN SALE, Saturday 8
a.m., Route 1, Almo,Ky.
Antiques, clothing,
plants, dishes, some
tools, appliances. Many
useful items. Call 7539216.

Nestled to the trees is is 4
N celecid brick will the
perfect setts* for relesed,
carefree iv*. nee apart
feet Ft with %opium tit
wth fireplace; fermi DR; 3
Who; study lass with
bookshelves; Notice this •
hishest tead pas sad elect*- $41 AS
hassecelete SIN,2 t hack interior decorated with
coder shakes & peels
cypress. It isodades cawFactor. DW, psw-e-seatic,
doable new, refrigerate,. .
Diming area decorated with
weed sod Iran with sidles
'less deers everlooklag
weeded let. . . priced la
Ws.
Jest setside of city is this 3
brick, 2 I, pita dresslag
areas. lecieded is U-shaped
kitdsea with hat-ices, large
foactieeel stills, with
see* area, brick wall 5.71
with fireplace. deck. dealskt
prep, well•leadocaped let.
ACIIAGft approx. 72
NAM ems • feel shod,
other lifts. pips 3 Whew
30 acres • approx. 2)
fillohle • Mite offer
1$ acres • weeded mod
reams
7 eyes towed agar lake
5 eves - fruit tress,
strewherry peek, OM too

tif

osecsiort• @eerier and later* 2 Ift hew

WILSON HAL MATT
753-3263

Freebee
Days

77,carpeted,
t and air, call
474-2359.

HOME and
, 65' ( 1974
central heat
underpinned,
traps, smoke
windows,3
washer and
• okup, new
Open house 4 Sunday, 1urray take 94
Whites Used
•llow signs or
anytime.

Are Here Again!
Buy A

Sportcoat
and get 1 pr. Slacks
and 1 Shirt FREE!

Home Rent?'
ROOM all
..ile home,
$125.00
. Water and
pickup furl] 753-2377.

BEDROOM trailer, free
nd garbage
1.00 a month.
pies. Call 733-

LLA Trailer
lots, $20.00
. water and
Pickily. faall -

Free!
Buy
One Pr. Slacks Free!
and Get 1 Shirt

VERNONS
Bow I Mos Si
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

WESTERN
STORE
.-- Nee Bops/ Sept

753-9005

"Boots& WassFor Every

9-9 Weekedays
14Sunday
valor lbelom"

VERY ATTRACTIVE
brick ranch style home
in Murray, 3 bedrooms,
formal dining room,
den, built-in appliances,
central gas heat and
central air, 2 baths, in
excellent area on West
side. Priced at $34,900.
Call to see at Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South
12th,753-3597.
PROSPEROUS
BUSINESS in area for
sale! Owner wants to
retire. Greater potential
already
this
on
established business
which includes lot,
building, all fixtures.
For details call 753-8000
or come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate.

1973 HONDA C8350-G, 1965 PONTIAC, 1100.10.
6,000 miles, excellent Call 436-5482.
condition. Just tuned up
$600.00. Call after 5, 753- GREATER ROCKFORD
8463.
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
125 auction. New modern
YAMAHA
1973
Every
facilities.
Enduro. Only 2400 miles.
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
Call 753-8844 days, 767sharp. Easy to get to.
6253 after 6.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
48 Autoiroti.e Nr
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
Air Shocks
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-9686262. This is a dealers
auction.

CI
1=3
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$39.95

"Sial

Barrens
Service
Center

"THERE ARE NO SECRET5 ANYMORE,
ABERNATHY."
4b How., f;t Sale

44. lots For Sale

BEAUTIFUL WOODED
OWNER. Three large
lot in Sherwood Forrest. BY
large built-in
bedrooms,
105' x 160'. Call after 6 p.
kitchen, 2 full baths,
m.,753-8058.
large lot. Kingswood
Area. Call 753-4907.
46 Homes For Sale
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big
family or renters help
pay. Owner,753-2562.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
CJ-3-A
JEEP
1E4
mechanically in good
condition. Everything
works. 9675.00. Call 4892553 after 6 p.m.

NEWLY
REDECORATED, 3
bedroom home with BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage, apple
shag carpet.Drapes,
trees, garden spot, over
large back yard with
1 acre of land. Two miles
shade trees, $14,000.00
South of Bel Air Shopon 11th Street. Call 753ping Center. Call 7537974 or 753-1877 or 7530154.
0704.
CANTERBURY Estates: GOOD
THREE
"L" shaped ranch style
BEDROOM house with
home. Professionally
dry basement. See at
landscaped court in
1110 Sycamore or phone
front. Large redwood
753-7573.
fenced patio in back.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
living room, dining
room, kitchen with builtins overlooking den with
fireplace-built-in bookcases, utility, central
BEDROOM
TWO
heat and air, good closet
tithome,FRAME
and storage space. Call
apfor
753-0045
pet, fireplace, gas
pointment.
heat, remodeled
inside. $14,500 to
LAKEVIEW HOUSE in.
$13,500, located
Lakeway Shores. Priced
at 1608 Calloway,
in mid 20's. Two
753-0675
2 bath, new
/
bedrooms, 11
carpet, 1,600 square feet
of living space, 16 x 24
garage. Call 436-2107 THREE BEDROOM
BRICK home, large
after 6.
living-dining comNEW BARN STYLE
bination, attached 1 car
house, unfinished, 3 garage, patio, fenced in
bedrooms, 2 baths, backyard, excellent
fireplace, carport, in
neighborhood. Call 753East "Y" Subdivision. 5805 or 753-8749.
Call 753-0965 after 5.

For
Sale

Want to relocate
your business or
start a new one? See
us for choice commercial lots.
2
listed.
Just
bedroom and bath
brick home near
and
shopping
recreational facilities. Hugh den with
large fireplace, central heat and air. Call
now. At the price it
won't last long.

Goy Spam Really
"Year Key People
Is hal bide"
disit we Sift to sine nil
leer
753-7724
101 Sycamore-Newsy,
Ky.
•
After 5504 p.a. cal Gay
Sp. 753-2406: tsetse
Behr - 753-NN; Jack
- 753-N11; loaf D. CAI
- 7$3-t723; Prestige Om -

753-sns
SALE BY OWNER, 3
bedroom home, nice
kitchen with dining
area,living room,study,
part hardwood and tile,
closed porch, carport,
separate work shop. One
acre of land. Highway
68, 3 miles to Kentucky
Lake. Call 502-3544279.

ROBERTS REALTI
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
SALE by owner
exclusive real estate FOR
cottage,
lakefront
experience. Call 753-1651
almost 2 acres. Phone
or come by our office.
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
We like to talk REAL
to 10.
ESTATE

1970 BARRACUDA
Grande Coupe. 55,000
miles, automatic, radial
tires, extra sharp.
$1,495.00. Call 753-8668 or
753-4579.
1970 JEEP COMANDO
red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600. Call 7532211.
1969 GMC VAN. 1971
Pontiac Le Mans. 1974
Datsun Little Hustler.
Call 753-5699 or 753-8786.
1972 MUSTANG MACH I,
automatic, power
_ steering, brakes and air,
good condition. Call 7534548 after 5 p.m.

1966 DODGE MONACO,2
door hardtop, good
condition. Call 753-0655.
1970 MAVERICK, excellent condition. Call
753-0605 after 4:30 p.m.
1972 VW orange Beetle.
New tires, very sharp.
$1,350. Call 753-0605.

1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 7539710.

w c;es

1174 HONDA 750. Must
sacrifice. 1500 miles.
Call 753-6013.
1175 HONDA CR 125
Elsinore, compression
release, reed valves,
ported
and
head
polished. Excellent
running bike In good
condition. $850. Call 4928586.
1972 YAMAHA 350, good
condition 51-5•00. Call
4354287
310 SL HONDA. Good
condition. Only 500
miles, $600.00. Phone
436-2262
7$0 YAMAHA 1973, krw
mileage Call 753-8175.

1974 PICKUP CAB over
camper, 13'. $850.00 or
best offer. Top notch
shape. Call 753-0610.

ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from fhbBurger.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. call 1-3548161 or 1-354-8138.
REPAIRS,
HOME
remodeling patios,
storage rooms, cement
enwork. Trailer
closures, free estimates.
Home
Bobs
Call
Improvement Service.
Call 436-2502.

1971 CHEVROLET vz ton
standard shift. 1971 Ford
"2 ton automatic. Call
474-2317.

PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior. Over 20
years experience. We
specialize in quality
work. Free estimates.
Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m.

NICE 1951 Mercury 4
door. Call 437-4793 after
6 p.m.
1970 PONTIAC LE
MANS. Red with white
power
top,
vinyl
steering, air conditioned. Good tires, A-1
shape. $1,500. Call 4352401.

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
free
for
753-2310
estimates.

DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading bedtfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.

1973 VW SUPER Beetle,
$2,000 flat. Call 753-7838.
1/72 GRAND TCiRINO,all
power and air,$1,800, or
best offer. Also 1974
Ford F-100 camper, mag
wheels, $3,200. Phone
after 6 p.m. 753-7907.

SPRING
HOUSECLEANING?
Don't forget the carpets.
Dry shampoo them with
Racine.

SIDING,
ALCOA
awnings, carports,
magestic fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.,
call 492-8647.

WILL BREAK and order
gardens. Call 753-7143.

2
/
1950 CHEVROLET 11
ton, new grain bed. Call
435-4487.

JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-564 early morning
or late afternoon.

' MAN-O-WAR track
2
/
81
camper, sleeps 4,-seffa---- cleans.
the
Rent
contained. 11,275. Call
machine. Tidwell Paint
753-4599 or 753-1351.
and Floor Covering, 1210
W.Main.
POP TOP CAMPER
Venture 1080, sleeps 8, ELECTRICAL WIRING
1973 model, perfect
home and industrial, air
condition, extra nice,
conditioning, and
will save buyer lots of
refrigeration, plumbing
money. Call 753-4588.
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
1971 VW CAMPER. Rebuilt engine, good
KIRBY CARPET(AREcondition. Asking 22,100.
clean rugs of all kinds.
Call 753-0362 after 4:30.
In business, homes, and
institution, rugs come
steam
by
clean
Free
cleaning.
and
MINOR REPAIRS
estimates. 24 hour analterations, furniture
swering service, 500
repair. Call after S 436Maple. 753-0359.
2476.

1964
FORD
CLUB
WAGON, good condition. $850.00. Call 7532293.
•

OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121
South. Three or four
bedrooms, two baths,
living-dining L with
fireplace, carpet, builtin appliances, intercom,
electric baseboard heat,
two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
41 "

1974 CONTINENTAL
mark IV. 11,000 miles,
like new. Call 489-2297.

SHARP!!! 1973 Cutlass
Supreme, factory AMtape, wheels,
FM
brakes,steering and air.
Call 753-5909.

For Sale
By Owner
410 South 10th Street.
Reconditioned and
remodeled Frame,
boarded.
weather
Priced to sell at
$10,500. Phone 7530675.

BULLDOZING, LAND
clearing, road building,
waterways, building
sites, heavy equipment
hauling, etc. Large line
of late model earth
moving equipment.
Over 30 years experience. Call Steven
Alexander at 489-2616,
days, 753-1959 nights, or
L. W. "Dub" Lyons, at
474-2264.

50 Campers
MUD AND SNOW tires,
2 for
/
2 and 161
/
wide 151
Chevrolet pickup. Call
474-2337.

LARGE 10 room frame
house, 2 baths, central
gas heat, air conditioning. Carpeting, 2
car garage. Call 7539485.

Want to get your
gasoline at dealer
cost? See us to buy
this Service Station
at junction of 2 U. S.
Highways.

CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All
after 5 p. m. for free
estimates. All Star
Fence Co., 901-642-6492
or 901-642-8947.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN - Prompt
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0805.
1175, 4 x 4, BLAZER
Cheyenne, K-5. Gold and
white, white spoke CARPET CLEANING,
wheels, white letter expereinced, very
super tires, hooker reasonable rates,
free
equipped, both custort references,
and standard interiors. estimates. Quick drying
Craig power play with 4 Call 753-5827 or 753-9611
Realistic speakers. All
towing HAVING TROUBLE
American
equipment, tilt, brakes, getting those small
steering and air. Call plinnbing )oba done'
Then call 753-8814
753-0100 or 753-2211.

HIGH SCHOOL: boj:
wants lawns to mow.;
Call 753-4494.
fr
SIDING,I
ALCOA
awnings, carports,,
magestic fireplace".
Aluminum Service CO.;'
Call 492-8647.
CARS CLEANED UP.
Interiors washed.
carpets cleaned
tenors washed and
waxed. Call 753-4406 and
753-6910.
WILL BABY sit day or
night in your home or
mine. Good references.
Call 753-5308.
DO
TO
WANT
housecleaning. Call 4742318.

Hazel
Plumbing
Compan
Charles N.
Guthrie Jr.
Call days
492-8134
Nights
492-8377

J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South
on 121. Call 436-2611 or
436-2590 or 436-2227.

DRIVEWAYS AND
parking areas, white
rocked and grated. Free
- exPAINTING
estimates. Call Clifford
perienced painter and
Garrison, 753-5429, after
paper hanger, interior
4 p.m.
said exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 763-8243.
PUPPIES FREE to good
WET BASEMENT? We
home, half Cocker. Call
make wet basements
753-5308.
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan ConFREE TWO HALF
struction Co. Route 2,
female
Keeshond
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
puppies, Eight weeks
42001. Phone day or
old. Have been wormed.
night 442-7026.
Phone 753-9602.

11111111111111111

WE HAVE
BUYERS!
list your property
with Bill Kopperud

KOPPERUD
REALTYM
711 Main

753 1222

753-3003
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Ron Newberry Will
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday

Noble Suiter Dies
Friday; Funeral
Here On Sunday

Revival Services Start Sunday
At United Methodist Church

The First United Methodist
Ron Newberry will be the Church has scheduled a
speaker at the 10:40 a. m. and number of activities related to
six p. m. services on Sunday, revival services which will
March 14, at the Seventh and begin on Sunday, March 14,
Church of Christ. He and continue through WedFuneral services for Henry Poplar
teach the Young nesday, March 17.
also
will
910 North 16th
Noble Suiter of 804 Guthrie, Beaman of
Dr. Ross Freeman of
Class this week.
Bible
Adults'
held
will be
Murray, died Friday at 11:25 Street, Murray,
Georgia, will be the
Macon,
be
will
service
song
The
two p.m. at the
a. m. at the Murray-Calloway Sunday at
Bolls and guest minister for these
Jerry
by
directed
Churchill
Max
County Hospital. He was 70 chapel of the
the announcements will be by revival services. He will speak
Funeral Home with Dr. Bill
years of age.
on the theme -Release GodJohnny Bohannon.
Mrs.
and
The deceased and his wife Whittaker officiating
Power In Your Life".
from
scripture
the
Reading
the
moved to Murray in 1971 after Oneida White playing
Revival activities will inII Timothy 4:1-4 at the morhis retirement as presser for organ.
ning service will be Steve clude informal coffee hours on
the Curlee Clothing Company Folsom, Fred Workman, W. T. Herndon with prayers to be Monday, Tuesday, and
at St. Louis, Mo. He was an Downs, Bob Barzell, Robert led by Ray Karraker and Leon Wednesday from 9:30 to 10:30
Army veteran of World War II Hopkins, Max Beale, Perry Adams.
a.m. in the Social Hall of the
er of the Williams Cavitt, and Ben 'frevathan.
and a mbreh
Mike Thomas will read the church. Coffee and doughnuts
Burial will be in the Murray scripture from John 3:16,17 at will be served preceeding the
of Christ.
Chapel
Mr.Suiter was narried July City Cemetery.
the evening service with Ed evening services and an inFriends may -call at the Thomas and Max Walker formal social hour will follow
26, 1923, to the former Lola
Young, who survives along funeral home.
the services.
leading in prayers.
Mr. Beaman, age 88, died
with one sister, Mrs. Mike
The United Methodist
for The Lord's
Presiding
Modelle iHayden of Mayfield, Thursday at 3:55 p.m. at the Supper will be Frank Hargis Women will co-ordinate these
County
and one brother, Cody Suiter Murray-Calloway
and Newell Hopkins. Ray activities which will offer
Hospital. His wife, Mrs. Eula Karraker, Alan Jones, Gene everyone an opportunity to
of Detroit, Mich.
The Murray man was born Hale Beaman, died April 13, Paul King, and Bob LaMastus meet with Dr. Freeman in an
December, 1905, in Calloway 1970. He was a member of the will serve on the Extension informal setting.
County and was the son of the Fu-st Baptist Church.
The revival will begin with
two Department.
are
Survivors
late John Suiter and Laura
will be held at the 10:50 a.m. service on
Study
Bible
daughters, Mrs. Howard
Jones Suiter.
Sunday, March 14. On Sunday
9:40 a. m.
Funeral Services will be Perkins, Clearwater, Fla.,
evening a church wide potluck
held Sunday at two p. ni. at the and Mrs. Dudley Hughes,
supper is planned at five p.m.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Detroit, Mich.; three sons,
The United Methodist Women
Funeral Home with Bro. Harold of Murray, Caton of
will serve as sponsors for the
of
Victor
Henry Hargis officiating. Houston, Texas, and
first evening service which
Providing the song service St. Louis, Mo.; five sisters,
begins at seven p.m.
Mrs. Cletus Guthrie, Mrs.
sill be singers from the Union
The Monday evening serGrove Chruch of Christ with Aaron Hopkins, and Mrs.
vice will be sponsored by the
Mrs.
Murray,
Sula Cathey,
Ralph Ray as leader.
Sunday School with youth
Burial will be in the Wurray Clayton Rogers, Dallas,
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of ushers and a special
Claude
Mrs.
and
Memorial Gardens. Friends Texas.
the Memorial Baptist Church, children's choir.
may call at the funeral home. _Skinner, Plano, Texas; three will speak at the 10:50 a. m
of and 6:30 p. m. services on
Roscoe
brothers,
Covington, Roy of Memphis, Sunday, March 14, at the
Tenn., and Prentice of church.
Apopka, Fla.; two sisters-inTommy Wilkins will direct
law, Mrs. Audie Beaman, the music with Mrs. Margaret
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Lala Wilkins as organist and Mrs.
Beaman, Houston, Texas; Diane Dixon as pianist.
Buford Yarbrough 79, died
nine grandchildren; eleven
Coffield Vance, deacon of
at 1:40 a.m. Saturday at
great grandchildren.
the week, will assist in the
Westview Nursing Home.
morning services.
His survivors include one
Sunday School will be at 9:40
son, Gus D. Yarbrough Rt. 5
a. m. with Tommy Wilkins as
director. Church Training will
Murray, one sister, Mrs. Lee
Warren (Hope) Fox, Murray,
be at 5:30 p. m. with Larry
three brother , Chester
monthly Lyles as director and Willard
regular
The
Yarbrough, Murray, Carman
Continuing Ails as guest speaker on
Community
Yarbrough, El Pason Texas, Nursing Education Meeting, "Drug Use Versus Drug
Yarbrough, sponsored by the Murray- Abuse."
E.
John
Baltimore Md, two grandA fellowship dinner will be
Calloway County Hospital,
children Donnie and Terry
will be held Monday, March held Wednesday at six p. m.
Yarbrough, and Lori and
15, at 7:30 p.m. in the Hoepital followed by meetings and
Johnny Yarbrough, great- Conference Room.
prayer service at seven p. rn.
grandchildren. Funeral.
Dr. Charles L Tuttle will be and sanctuary choir rehearsal
arrangements are incomplete. the guest speaker and his topic at eight p. m.
Friends may call at BlalockThe mission study by the
will be,"Abortion."
Coleman after 4:00 p.m.today
Women will be held
Baptist
hospital
and
community
All
Saturday).
at 6:30 p. m.
Monday
nurses are invited to attend.

the
evening
Tuesday
Methodist Men will sponsor
the service and provide a
men's choir.
The final revival.service on
Wednesday, March 17, will be
sponsored jointly by the
Administrative Board and the
Council on Ministries of the
church.
The regular church choir
will present the special music
at this service and at the
Sunday services.
The public is invited to
attend any and all of these
a
church
activities,
spokesman said.

Learning Center Will
Hold Preregistration
The Educational Learning
hold
will
Center
preregistration for 1976-77 All
Day Kindergarten on Wednedsday and Thursday, March
17 and 18, according to
Elizabeth Riley, Director.
Registration schedule has
been set from one to three p.
m. Mrs. Linda Purcell, a
certified kindergarten
teacher, will be employed.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
355.1, up 0.6.
Below dam 312.4, down 0.7
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.9,
up 0.7.
Below dam 320.3, down 0.3.

Dr. Tuttle Will
Speak To Nurses

Dr. David Roos To
Speak At First
Christian Church
"The Mystery of Mercy"
will be the subject of the
sermon by Dr. David Roos at
the 10:45 a. m. services on
Sunday, March 14, at the first
Christian Church (Disciples of
Chirst), North Fifth Street,
Murray.
Special music will be a solo,
-The Beatitudes," by Larrie
Clark.
Dr. Joe Cartwright will be
the worship leader with Mark
and Paul Austin as candle
lighters. This will be the
second Sunday in Lent.
Elders serving will be John
Pasco and Frank Wainscott.
Deacons will be Norman Hale,
Glenn Card, Fred McCord,
Leon Smith, Auburn Wells,
and Lenvel Yates.
Greeters will be Mr. and
Mrs. Walt Apperson sad Mr.
and Mrs. Lyle Underwood.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. The Junior Choir will
meet at 5:30 p. m. with supper
at six p. m. and meeting at
6:30 p. m. of the God Squad.
The Elders will meet
Sunday at 6:30 pc m. and the
Church board will meet at
seven p. m. in the church
library.

Regular worship services
will be conducted Sunday at
the New Providence Church of
Christ. Bible Study periods
will be at 10:00 a.m. and 5:30
p.m., with classes for all ages
at both periods.
At the morning worship
service, Bro. Ed Casteel,
church minister, will speak on
the subject, "How To Get The
Most Out of Worship" (John
4:24). During the evening
service, Bro. Casteel will
discuss, "Reasons for Serving
God."(I Peter 4:1-6).
Beginning Monday evening
and running through Saturday
evening the New Providence
Church of Christ will be
engaged in a gospel meeting.
A different speaker will be
presenting the lesson each
evening.
The speakers are: Monday,
Jim Canter, Blood River
Church of Christ; Tuesday,
Ewing Stubblefield, Puryear
Church of Christ; Wednesday,
Ed Casteel; Thursday, Don
Hall, Walnut Grove Church of
Christ; Friday, Walter Pigg,
Hickory Grove Church of
Christ; Saturday, Ed Davis,
New Concord Church of
Christ.

meeting,
the
During
Thursday is scheduled as
"Youth Night." "We are
encouraging all young people
to come and hear Bro. Hall
speak on the subject 'God's
Law of Sex,' Bro. Casteel said.
Services during the meeting
will be at 7:00 p.m. each
evening, and a staffed nursery
will be provided.

Rev. Davenport To
Speak At Church
Rev. Stephen Davenport
will conduct the Morning
Prayer services at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, on Sunday,
March 14, at 10:30 a. m.
Acolytes will be David
Stripling, Ed Harcourt, and
Mrs.4
Whitmer.
Robert
Leonard Whitmer is organist.1
'
The congregational meeting
will be held at 11:15 a. m.
Sunday.
Church School and Adult
Class will be held Sunday at
9:15 a. m.
Barbara and Missy George
will be in charge of the nursery.

BECAUSE...
You wanted quality service...
everyday low prices...
clean well stocked shelves...
and courteous personnel...
in your
SUNDAY SHOPPING!

E
HSID
SOUT
Is Open Each Sunday
Your Southside(a) offers you the best in Sunday shopping. Compare...service, price,
cleanliness, and personnel.

This tractor was delivered
to Joe Carraway at
Carraway farms on
Wednesday morning Mar.10.
We also delivered the
first and second
4-Wheel Drive Combines
to Calloway County
Farmers
This John Deere 8630
4-Wheel Drive Tractor
has 619 Cu.In. Engine
and Delivers 275 HP

J.,,D Equipmen
Robert Barrett and Teddy Beane, Salesmen
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JIM ADAMS

J-D Equipment Is No.11
J-D Equipment delivered the first 4-Wheel
Drive Tractor to a Calloway County Farmer.

Yolui

just give us a call 247-4456 - we deliver!
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